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A Report on the Itasca State Park Forest 
Henry L. Hansen 
University of Minnesota, School of Forestry 
Itasca State Park is an area of very special interest and concern to the 
people of Minnesota. It contains a number of outstanding attractions which serve 
as the basis for its popularity not only to the people of Minnesota but to thousands 
of out-of-state visitors as well. Important among these attractions is the 
presence of beautiful stands of primeval Norway and white pine forest in admixture 
with other forest types and in a setting of numerous lakes and ponds. 
While different individuals may have different relative interests in 
these and other Park attractions, it is obvious from the great number of expres-
sions of interest by Park visitors that most of them are particularly impressed 
by the beauty and inspiration of the virgin pine forests present at such spots 
as Preachers' Grove, the east side of Mary Lake, the main Park entrance road, 
Elk Springs, and elserihere throughout the Park. 
The primary .function of Itasca Park is to furnish recreational oppor-
tunities appropriate to its special attractions. Among the more important are 
simple enjoyment of peaceful and beautiful surroundings, camping, hiking, explor-
ing, picnicking, photogra~hy, nature study, fishing, boating, and swimming. In 
addition, however, it proVides unusual and increasingly signifi9ant educational 
and research opportunities in the general area of natural resources, forest 
biology and conservat~on. A. fine program of natural history education is cur-
rently provided throuxthe Park Naturalist. The University of Minnesota . 
Forestry and Biologic Station is maintained in the Park and provides summer-field 
training for foresters . d biologists in general. A considerable program of 
research is conducted bf both students and staff of the University as well as by 
visiting scientists from other educational institutions. 
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The Fortst of Itasca Park - Types and Condition 
i. 
The great popuJ.:arity and wide usage of Itasca Park as a recreational 
center, and the critical +mPortance of the Park forest, particularly the old 
growth pine stands, focus~s attention on the present condition of the forest 
vegetation and what is happening to it. Furthermore, the Law of 1907, Chapter 90, 
which provides for the car~ and management of the Park makes special reference to 
the preservation of the "p1\imeval pine forest." The welfare of this forest is 
therefore both an official responsibility of the State Department of Conservation 
and also a matter in which \he general public is seriously concerned • 
. This report contains selected information obtained both by observation 
over a 56 year period.during which the School of Forestry has conducted a program 
of summer field instruction fbr its students and as a result of research aimed at 
problems having a direct be~g on the welfare of the Itasca. Park forest. 
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A survey conducted in 1952 by the School of Forestry in cooperation with 
the State Conservation Department furnishes the data for the general summary 
in Table I of acreages present in the different forest types. 
Table I 
Type Acreages in Itasca State Park 
Forest Type Total Acreage 
Aspen 
Norway Pine 
Jack Pine 
Spruce-balsam 
Marsh and bog 
Northern hardwoods 
White pine 
Lowland brush 
Lowland hardwoods 
Upland brush 
Tamarack 
Spruce 
Lakes 
Fields and roads 
Total 
13,268 
5,738 
1,898 
1,637 
1,563 
1,513 
847 
579 
374 
370 
306 
201 
3,114 
20g 
From this table it appears that the total area of Norway and white pine, 
the forest types of critical importance as a basic attraction in the Park, is 
approximately 6,586 acres or less than 20 per cent of the total area. It is 
also pertinent to note the condition of these acres devoted to the Norway and 
white pine types as shown in Table II. 
Forest Type 
Norway pine 
White pine 
Table II 
Area in Acres bv Condition Classes 
Overmature!/ Mature~/ Young'J./ 
2537 
739 
2908 
108 
293 
Total 
5738 
847 
!/. Trees over 200 years old with an average life expectancy of 25 years. 
?:J Trees mostly 90 to 150 years old. j/ Trees mostly 50 to 75 years old. 
These data indicate a serious absence of the younger age classes in the 
forest and a disturbing concentration of overmature trees, many of which cannot 
be expected to last more than about 25 years. As these acres revert to other 
less desµoable forest types such as mixed hardwoods, brush, and balsam, the value 
of Itasca Park as a tourist attraction will suffer greatly unless there is a suf-
ficient acreage of young pine growth to replace it. 
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1'he Old-G~owth Fine - I~s Attriti~n and Inadequate Regeneration 
Somo ide~ of the ratu At which '\·.bis old growth pine is being iost tc 
incecta, disease and espoci.1i'!J..y to m.ltlthrclt is shown in the following official 
record of old gt"O'.rl.h pil\:.,, ~1.?nbe.?' sal v~ged as dead or windthroNn trees during a 
period trom 1940..J.9.55. 
~3,r,V of V~l;we.es ot Old.-gt9W}h Pine ~Sold a; Salnn gf ,Deag 
or Down Trees _r.1_I~i../cirk fJ:gm l<ftl to l2a 
~ri-RS 
1941-4:3 inclusive 
1944-46 i11c.1usi va 
1947..49 inclusive 
1950-.52 inc::!..usiva 
1953-55 inclus:l"!il! 
Volumes (bd.£1.J 
470,780 
848,320 
82J,880 
1,053,59'7 
1~22'~,880 
It 1., obv1Gus ~ th~sl9 data that the rate of mortality in this 
i'ore!t type is v~ setlc.us. The!e iA a very aharp increase in the rate of 
salvage since 1940. w;.th the passage ct t:ilne and ths increasing over-maturity 
of the trees there is ei,·M7 reaoon to expet't this ganeral trend to continue. 
The reasons tor tha a.lrios·~ compl.6te absence ~r yt'ung pine stands are 
se?erel. 'l'be origin or the present Atands was Largely associated with fire. 
Because of the inhe~nt regeneration characteristics ot Norway pine it appears 
to restock itself best .tolloulng certAin types of buming. Since fires have 
been controlled for obvious reasons s:.uice the creation of the Park in 1891, . 
optimum regeneration conditions have not exicted. 
Somo oi our early resl'leoreh W"CLS focused on the intrica~e bu.t de.finito 
relationships betwee."l the presence of our presl;!l!'lt pine stands and the occurrence 
of early fires.. w., have doow:iented the occurrence ot firel' within th9 present 
Itascq, Par~~ boundaries as ~)..J" as 1714 with subsequent fires about 1772. 180J, 
l8ll, 1820, a..~d 186.5 in &ci.dition to several within more historic ~s. We are 
now trying to chart the anc;imt boundaries of these fires in an eff'crt to 
reconstt"U.ct the forest cond1t1ono of pre-whitema.n days. 
A s~c~nd tactor accounting !or the almost complete absence.of young 
pine for a !)'3riod of about 25.30 years ru.•eoeding 1945 was the axcessive deer 
pop'.11.aticn which existed during that "time. Browse damage Vas so heavy that no 
pine seedlings wr3 abl~ to uurvive. This condition was relieved i."'l 1945 by 
actl.on of t.ho legisuture in making an -:>pen season on deer p:>ssible in Itasca 
Pnrk. . 
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A third major reason for the scarcity of pine regeneration, especially 
Norway pine, is the great abundance of upland brush present on almost all of the 
acreage in the aspen type, on most of the Norway and white pine acreage, and on 
much of the jack pine area as well as that covered by mixed hardwoods and other 
minor types. The history of this brush population build-up and the factors 
affecting it are not entirely clear and are now the subject of special investi-
gation by a School of Forestry research team. 
Finally, the chances for successful white pine regeneration have been 
seriously jeopardized by the ravates of the white pine blister rust, a disease 
affecting only the white pines, .and which is particularly damaging to young 
seedling and sapling size trees. 
Research is now underway to assess more accurately the present situa-
tion of regeneration in the Park and to determine what successional trends are 
evident in the various forest types. When this research is completed, I am sure 
that we will be able to predict with considerable certainty what the Itasca Park 
forest will look like 25 to 50 years from now. 
Preliminary information already documents the serious absence of pine 
regeneration under almost all forest conditions prevailing in the Park. It 
appears that upless steps are taken to prevent it, the high scenic value pine 
forest will be gradually replaced by less desirable hardwoods, balsam fir, and 
upland brush. 
Tbe Pine Forest as the Major Park Attraction 
Tbe seriousness of any reduction in acreage of the pine types in the 
future may be judged from the very high value attached by the park-using public 
to this attraction. During the past summer a School of Forestry graduate student 
research assistant conducted a study to assess the interests of park-users in the· 
various attractions to be found in Itasca State Park. The results of bis studies 
which bear upon the values a~tached to the pine forest are summarized in the 
attached three tables. 
clusions: 
The essential results of these studies document the following con-
1. Most users rate the forest vegetation and its natural 
beauty as the major attraction in Itasca Park. 
2. Park users spend far more time in sightseeing in their 
leisure than in any other form of activity or combination 
of activities. 
3. Park users have a greater preference for· the old growth . 
pine stands, and especially .the Norway pine, than for 
any other forest type. 
(~?~ 
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It has been pointed out· that the pine forest is a major attraction 
in Itasca Park, that the old growth trees are subject to heavy attrition by 
blowdown, disease, and other agencies, and that there is an inadequate re-
generation of young pine in almost all of the major forest types in the Park. 
This raises the obvious question of what should be done. Because 
our research on this question is not complete, I am not prepared to make de-
tailed recommenda,tions at this time. We are interested in testing the use 
of fire, of cutting, of brush removal by hand tools and chemicals, of tree 
planting, and any other methods which show some promise of establishing young 
pine successfully and at a minimum of cost. 
We are reasonably sure that on a substantial acreage in the Park, 
successful pine regeneration can be secured merely by temporarily reducing the 
density of the understory layer of brush. Evidence for this has been accumu-
lated on research plots over the past 15 years. One of the most striking 
demonstrations of the effectiveness of brush control in encouraging pine seed-
lings to establish pine regeneration is on the vista areas cleared of brush 
by Park personnel to open up views of Lake Itasca and subsequently sprayed bo 
pref ent too rapid a regrowth of the brush. In these areas and where the trees 
shade is not too heavy a find crop of young pine seedlings has been established. 
An expansion of this type of action is strongly recommended. 
We feel that carefully controlled use of fire may be needed in some 
areas to reproduce as nearly as possible the conditions that prevailed when our 
present old red pine stands were established. Research on these techniques has 
been conducted by the Forest Service for a number of years on the Chippewa 
National Forest under conditions similar ecologically to those in Itasca Park. 
We hope to profit by some of this experience in our research program. 
Similariy, some cutting of decadent aspen, probably·followed by 
careful burning or chemical treatment, may be needed along with planting to 
secure the pine reproduction on some of the forest types. We hope to try all 
these techniques in an expanded research program over the coming years and to 
be in a position to make sound management recommendations to the State Conser-
vation Department for its use in the Itasca Park forest. 
1!~~ 
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Table 1 
Attraction 
Itasca Park's major attractions as seen by. 
interviewees 
First Choice 
N = 600 
Second Choice 
N ;; 600 
Third Choice 
N = 600 
· Forest Vegetation 
31.8 9.5 and Natural Beauty 39.2 
Headwaters of 
Mississippi 36.5 14.0 2.8 
Park Facilities 18.0 24.7 10.2 
Lake Scenery 2.0 9. 2 1.3 
Nature Study 
Activities J.J 4.5 2.0 
Other 1.0 1.8 1.0 
No response 14.o 73.2 
Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 
This information was obtained by a study of vegetational preferences among 
Itasca Park visitors conducted by R. W. Klukas from July 1 through September 
15, 196.5. 
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Activity 
Sightseeing 
Swimming 
Fishing 
Hiking 
Picnicking 
Canoeing 
Other 
Table 2 Allocation of leisure time to various activities 
by Itasca Park visitors. 
Boating 
Totals 
Most Important 
N = 600 
75.7 
3.3 
7.8 
4.8 
1.8 
1.7 
4.9 
100.0 
Per cent of Total Number 
2nd Importance 
N = 600 
10.5 
14.7 
8.J 
8.8 
11.3 
3.8 
42.6 
100.0 
3rd Importance 
N = 600 
3.7 
8.0 
3.5 
3.8 
2.7 
2.3 
26.0 
100.0 
This information was obtained by a study of vegetational preferences among Itasca 
Park vis.itors conducted by R. W. IG.ukas from July 1 through September 15, 1965. 
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T4ble ) Veaetation&l pretel'ences ot Itasca Park \'isitoi's 
l1ecl Pine 
Whit& fine. 
Red and ~te Pine 
lll.reh 
Totals 
~ft gh9i91 
36 
1 
24 
3 
' ~ 
~ 
100 
P~H~ St!!~ og: ;roW ~ . 
!'QAAP~ ~a.a 
10 
26 
4 
16 
6 
8 
..J.q..· 
100 
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FOREST REGEHERATICN SURVEY ... ITASCA 5'£ATE PARK 
Henry Lo Hansen 
School o! F orestey 
University of Lfjnnesota 
A survey of the forest regeneration in Itasca State Park was conducted 
by students of the University of Uimlesotasa School 0£ For~ during September, 
19560 The ma,jor objectives of this suriey were several including: 
lo The collection or information as to the extent to 'Which young 
pine is becoming re-established in It2J3ca State Park following 
its complete absence prior to 1945 o Up to that time the Park 
had bean maintained in a 11no-hunting11 status o 
2o The collection of data indicative o£ the succession.al trend.a ctr 
the various forest typeso Ths question of rmether or not Norr;~ 
and mite pines are successfully perpatuat.ing waa considered of 
special significancao 
.30 Determining the average sizeJJ especially ot the coniferous regen·· 
eration so as to get an idea of susceptibility to d&0age by 
bromrl.ngo . 
For purposes o£ this project !our major groups of types were recognized 
as being of special concem either because of their high aesthetic and recrea-
tional value or because o£ their large acreageo These type groaps and their 
appraximate acreages within the Park are given in TC!ble lo 
Forest Type Group 
A:3pen 
Table 1. 
01.d growth N Ol'W'S\V and white pine 
Jack pine 
Spruce - balsam i'ir 
Total Acreaga 
1)9268 
6,585 
l,898 
1~637 
Methods used were similar to those canmonly U3ed in mak:L"lg ragensrs-
tion surveys an forest properties for the preparation or management. plruiso 
Forest stands were sampled by running a compass line and taking data on mil-
acre plats every half' chaino All regeneration up to two inches in diameter at 
breast height was tallied by species and height cls.sses o 
Fram the i'ield records and !or each forest type group an analysis ·was 
made or the average number or young trees per a.ere by species and height classes 
and of the average height of each specieso Stocking percent.ages were also 
determined £or each type groupo Stocking per cent is computed by dividing the 
total number or plots examined in a tzype group by the mimber of those plots whicll 
contain young treeso This was done for al1 species ar pine~ for spruce and 
balsam, and for the various hardwood.so These figures are considered to be more 
meaningful. in terms o£ indicating the nerrective amount" o:£ regeneration than 
are the per· acre abundance figures because they reflect both· abundance and· dis-
tribution ar regenerationo An area to have a 100 per cent stocking figure would 
'l 
.. 
... 
·(?! have to have at least 1000 young trees on each acre so distributed that if each 
acre were divided into 1000 parts, ea.ch part (mil...acre) would have at least 
one young tree on ito Stccking figures above about 70 per cent are considered 
good ii' the species present are the ones desiredo The stocking data are 
summarized in Table 2o 
Forest tYPe 
group 
Red pine -
1':hi te pine 
Jack pi.vie 
.Spruce .. 
Balsam fir 
Aspen 
Total 
Table·2 
Per cent Oi' plo:tS stocked With: 
Pine Spruce or Hardw'oo:is 
balemn 
17 13 24 
14 1 5 
5 1iJ:I 2l 
4 0 55 'fl 
10 17 28 
Total Noo 
of plots 
1149 
590 
511 
766 
3016 
y predood nantzy balsam fir 
y maple, aspen,, oak, birch, basswood, ironwood, elm, asho 
It is obvious from these data that stocking to pine species even on 
existing pine types is very lcwo . It is also evident that stocld.ng of all 
conifers in general is very low except !or the spruce - balsam type group 
which appears well stocked with young balsam and spruce (mostly balsam) 
saedlingso The existing aspen types are also reasonab~ well stocked with 
hardwoods including mostly various species of maples,, .aspen, oaks, and bircho 
These figures give some idea c! what successional trends are operating to pr0a-
duce the forests of the next# generation at Itasca Parko 
Finally~ the height data obtained are sUlll!:larlzed in Table Jo 
Table 3 
Forest type 
group 
Red pine -
\1bite pine 
Jack pine 
Spruce - balsam 
Aspen 
Aveo tot.al height of regenerati~ (!eet) Y 
Pine S~ce - balsam Hard.woods 
l. 
l 
1 
l 
1 
2 
l 
4 
2 
4 
3 
3 
'JI includes all trees up to 2" in diameter at breast heighto 
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Tl-1ees .fi.~p.lX-:::3 l::1Q°!.-::.'.'i·~.:-! ·:~::.t, ... :i_\8 t.rs:::~-::, ::: .:-;2;:·~-i:~i::J.J4)y the conti'e.r3 ~ .~:i~ 
i'c.i"' tee snaJJ.. t·:; aBc~pe b'-~ .. --L'"J,f; ·b;,."('J:;s·;~d t;oth t:;-- d.eG~~ a11d b:; l-1~"~s.~ 2oJ~e d?:t.e.:L1-f;d 
analyses were ma.de of the rs.t.e.s of height; sr(.T..11 of i:J:e Y"arious coniferous 
specieso These studie~ shoi.v that. as a ~sult of e..xcossive shade a:nd supp:reasion 
by brush and because of br(;".11~ing by 11;1...res a.ryd. den::.. .. ;l the pine seedling g~m'Tth 
rate is abnor.nally slO?T o 
It appears evi.d2.1.-it. f rcm theae studies +Jia~;. if e.xcessi ve deer a."'ld ha,1"-1 
populations are permitted to develo:..:> and if no mat.hod of brush control ia 
initiated on a:t, least portions of the Park Forost.;1 the relatively small areo·un-t 
of pine regeneration now present w-1_11 'be in se:;.•ious jeopa.....eyo 
·'.-. ·:·4 
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PROS3CT CUTI.LU 
ML.~OTA.. AC&IcJI-.-mw. RX?S:U..'mn snnCM 
?2.0J'ZCT '!ITU: Scoe E<:ologie.al I:l;>licat;ions of t~ Hanagement of Itasca Sue. 
Park t:o Me.at Racraatiou.al Chjectivas. 
CBJZ!:TIV"'...S: ThJ! widely pu:,liciz.ed Lilopold Coaait~e r.eport (Leopold., !?_! &·, 1963) 
pr~?ared for the Sac•ct.ary of et-~ Intaricr relating ~o the management of 
N3tional Pck.a ha3 baaa r.athor generall7 a?pt'ovod and acce;>t4\d. A ilasic:. tenet. 
of ois report is ut.hat the biotU: associations ".itithin each park be maint.ainad,. 
or ~here uec~ssary rcc~gteJ, aa nea~ly ns poasi~la in the condition t..,ae ?••• 
vail~ ~man tha a:r\la -.~ fi::-3~ visit2d by :he 'Whi::~ manr.. Thi:s proje.:t: pro-
,90SS.S t.o a.ddre~s it.self to th-3 e.ffGcts result~ from management dir'!c:ted 
t::>ward thi.3 obje<:ti"la at a I9.&jor suta park, It.:i:aca. It: adopt8 tha p.:-~a 
tha.c scma kine!. oi man.agemen:. or m.an.ipulation ia nacesu.., in "wildlcu:CH a;'."e.aa 
ras<lrved for r~croation.al U3a '2.Ild "1ill att.enpt. to evalu.ate i:ha i?cologic:.al 
effacta l:'asultin~ from ptU"ticular fori:itS of cani?Ulat.ion. 
Spi!ci:fically cha objectives ara·: _1 \ 1. To <lafi.ne (tl:lrough investigation of the historic.al <lnd ecological evidence) . 
tha char3Ct.aTbtics of the Itasca. vegetation in the mid-.lSOO's prior to tha 
ct.:ll:Dencaient. .::f logging, its characteristics at .the time of lo~ing cessation \ 
(in the early 19C01 d), and itG present charac~rist!.cs (1900' :3) u.-idoi?r conditions \ 
cf protection-man.a.gem.mt. 1 ~ i 2.. Tn detar.:tina whac change!I will t.aka ?l~e '4ith til:la in th3 park fori!sta as . , 
a result of e~ologi.~l SUCC<!iai.;)n un<.ier tha ?l="03ent protoction•ma.~ag.~nt ?olicy. f 
3. To !.;iveatigate t.ha possibilitiea of m.:m1;ntl.:iting the. vegetation (l.oc:li.Wi.n.g 
the usa of coutrollad fir2, tree cutting, tree planting, and harbid.des) to 
racraaea the forest ccva~ situation of the mid-lSOO's. 
4. To avaluata (a) prafarences and rea.cc.:U>n.s t.>f r!?crea.tion~l U3era of !t.!l.Bca 
to p~cpo~ed -.uanipulationa ;r.id (b) th~ adi:tinist~ativa problema posl!d by sucn 
n:wnipulaticna, in_ &n effo:t to defi.!le t.b..il de3irability and the fea.si~ili:y of 
cpec!ii:ad c.an~gement. activi~i.aa. . -+f!, I · .<>~ · 
5. T=e int~grat~on and 2valuatiou of the researc~ data a3 $f;'. ~rt~.izla/ co 
i:a.:m.agamanc racot1USndati.on.s . (including zoning, control burning, cutting, ?lanticg, 
h~rblcic.ie a?plication, a~ others) whicb. cculd bli i."nplemented at Itasca or at. 
other 5i.:nilar 1 ';.;ildl~" recreational areas • 
.Ji.JS!'!F!CAnCN: Recrt?ation.d u.sa of forested l~s in t..11.s linit:ad St3t!?.9 i3 rapidly 
L"l.cr;'!asiog, doubling .::.t sbcut 10 year: inter13l3 (Cl~son, 1953) and is e:.:-:-?CC:ti!d 
to ccnti::ue to increasa although at D. 3cmevhat lc-... -er rato (OMRC, 1962). Thus 
far, littl~ research on v~getative o.a.nipulation of publi~ par4s has be~n 
unde.rta:X..~n becau3a such ~i~laticn generally has been reg3rded as U!lnecessary. 
Uo~r. it has b2come in~raaa1ngly app~ren~ ~o ull thoae directly concarned 
that tho effec~s of in~r~asing ~ use 2nd of ?~otection again.at fl~~ ~ill 
tlea~roy the attrac~lo..s ir..berent in recraational la::ida unleas activs :Il4.lllagcsent 
{:tmcan. 1963) is u..dartak.an to preserv~ GUality. 
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Previous vork at I::~ca (Hansen, Duncwi, 1954) indi~tes th.at this out• 
staodi.'l3 stata ?&rk is deteriorating in ra~rea:ional quality because of un-
deairabltt vegetazioual changes iollowin.g a hauda-off polic7. Simil3r policy 
of non•int:en'ention c.h.aracterues 3t:ata and natiorual para througllout the 
United States. Park managers, and others concenled with the a4min.i3tration 
of r~raa~ional. l.:mds in ~ t:!Ora or lesa nab.n:al state, ara confronted With an 
i:amadiate problem. How 1.s it po.esible to ac~ate increa.ing use 'While at: 
the same time ?resarvil'ls out~tanciing recraational valuaa1 In addition, there 
is the problen:i wnieh haa becorae ap!'arant over time, th.at the existing. mana&•-
ment ?hiloaop4y of f ira protection vi th.out other forms of interv«nti.on by man 
is not adequate. J~tion 14 requirod; but if it is to !)e the be3t posail>la, 
an~:!denc rese.ar.ch 13 n.eeess£ry.. The propoHd projttct ~ill evaluata several 
. possibla management. approacbsa dir~cta<i toward retaining a de.sir8Dla · 
~eatioaal vegetation, in terms of tha ecological eff-2cta of such ll3.anageJ1ent .• 
It v.ill also at~t t.o aa1ue the validiey and. the possibility of implement•· 
ing a basic pnmiae of the Leopold report, namely th.at rastOt'3tion of condi• 
t:ion.s at the t:ime of Wits man'$ arrival should be un<iartaken. 
I~ study of the type herei:l suggeataci ha.a been undart.:lkan to the knowledge 
of those !>r'Dpoaing it. Sucb a study would be uni=Jue and will have implications 
for similar recreational research elaewbera in tha Unitad Suitaa. 
., '' :· ~. 
Cb iectiVtt l: l'o deiine (t!lrougb investiz.atioo oi the his tori.cal and ecologica.l 
evid.enc:.a) tha cilar3Ct.iilria tic:s of t!la I c.asca vegetation in the mid· 1300' s 
prio~ to the <:cm:zencement oi logging, its c.~racteria\:!cs, at the ti:Da of 
lossi:l& caasation (in the early 1%0's), and its present cbaractel."i.stic.a 
(l900's) under condiU.ocs of protection-mau.age=ent. 
l'RK'/IOUS WOll A..'\lD ~ CfJ'r'.I.OOit: The Itasca State Para araa bas ~ a. fertile 
field for hisz:oTic.al ·research. Ra~rda of Sclloolcruc• s dis.c.overy of the 
sourca of the Mis:1is.si~i River in Lake Iuaca and :u:mercua latar e:i:plora• 
tic~u az:d study expe<!J.tiana provid.a fragaeau of infor.:wu:i.cn en the natural 
f·aal:Ur.!s oi the area and its foreet:J. Schoolcraft h:im:Mtlf (1834 ·and 1855} 
has i:r;corded ~ obnrvati.ons of the fl.ora of Itaac:.a f=aa his very b«ief 
etay in the 3rd. Uicollat (1843) in 1336 COPducud a survey to cil.ut the 
hydrcgr:iphi.4. :foatu...-es of t...~ Ita»ca bu in. Ch.3Dber' a de~ript1ona {1910} 0£ 
the area gs h~ MW it b 1371 ~ fre~t rei·ar-eneet to tile occurrence of 
various kllid..la of fc-reet ~ta:!.d3 1n s~ilic lo~tionS. · Th8 r1:!~r~~ o1 Browe?' 
(1393> 19()0,. 1904), tbs first ccmii.18aiOQOr of the p.:n-~. s:ro al3o a acurca of · 
a.ch daaeripciw infor.:uti.on. 
I!l 1873 ~ ~ral La..'ld Off1" Sur.ray of the w.x~ It:Uea ana vu con• 
dtictM by a pa~ty ~~r tiw. suyarruion of E. s. llill. '!he official reccrcls 
of tlli.3 siurv~y ~l:i:lg at.:itemen:.s of the spaciaa .and size,1J of t·'""a bl~ad 
as ~ta and beari:la t~ea funU.ah further evide:n~ of the forest candi-
tian hl the pre-losging ~riod. · 
S.osn of thia huto~ieal ini~tiou ~ b~ .-~~iewed. by Spurr (1354) 
a:::id Dobie (19~9). ~ fo~r.did ~ to ~ac.abli3h th.e fira. bis:ory ::ind 
its ~!feet~ on the f~rest st.::md.s. Th.a. lstb"'° auehol' a:nnsGed a g-:a.ae ~al oi 
in:fcr.:tl8tion. en <tarly Iuaca ?ar!t conditions f:c= the ra~rds of early ~ca­
Jlli3sioner~, f~om 1033.ing record~ 0£ th: late 1500'3 and ~arly 19~'s? C1nd 
frail in~~rvietr.t vit~ tlwse '!i'ho had euly e.ont2 .... t ncli the a:-oa. 
:Wer hae had an b?portsnt in!l~ on tha lta.3d. P~~ f~r:iat es~ial1y 
during the ;>eriod of their e=:~r=za ~ cul:IW:lat!ng in 1')45 ~ the p.3r7. 
t;·~ opened to le~al b:nti::g. !nfonsatioa en thia rel.:ltianshi? of dae~ t.o th.a 
foras: ha:s ooen coll~t:~ by L~teNie"S'3 o;ritil inter~.t.ld OO:J~l:'a {Dcl1ia, 
19.59), by th~ ~s~li.a~t of deer e~l!lsur33 an;,i uul:>~: coap.1r:i.:wn.s o:f 
c01"..ditions mthin and ouuide of th.cm owr a ~riod oi y~ar.lS 01.:u-sllall~ 1955 i 
· ila~ <1nd 3.J.kuzi3, 1952)~ by browse surveys co:olduct~ by stata B:ld fedex3l 
v!ldll:fo agaru:iea, and by various other me.ans •. 
A ncmbar of r~t .md c-J.:rrent raltearch ~~udi~ (Sp&U"T mid Alli~nt 1952; 
fum.sen .ind McAndrevs;. 1%0) havs siven mQra int.-..--nsive study to ~he history of 
SO'\--eral indivi~l St.ar.d..3. This :riasearch haa included ooth £ire hi3U:>="j ai:d 
com;>osicionAU cilang-_s of the s~. 
A .conaide=able sow:.-ca of information :ibout tha prasent forest type acris-
aga3, staJld volt:mes~ and type distribution i~ availa.bl:e a.a a rasulc:. of an 
ea:!ial' project ~rtaken by the St:hcol oi Fo:;:12Gtry la ~OeW~ation with the 
!·llnruisota ~rvad.an Capartment (Spun-, Meyer, BrO'Wtl, 1952). Some int.enai'/9 
·ecolo~ical ini.ormatioa ci:>out stand ccmpo&ition~ s:ructura, subordL..ate veget~-
'Ci.:>n, .i~ ocher !jt.410d cll.aract:.eri!l·tic.a hu been coll~ct2d cd.1 several sumda 
L"l c_-u:;ren; :-~arch .:letiviti:.la. 
~~~~ 
·.::~r 
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ln ord4u' to mora acQlrat.aly deteDW:>a the foreat COD:d!tioa a.a of the 
oi.d•l8JO's and as of the time following the ~ricc:i of virgin tb::lbor lcg~in~s, 
it will be nec.esa.uy to b~ the ooardl for hintcrical evidence to d.ocu-
CQ~ the early fo1"1!at eonditi.ou and to intensify the axaminationa. of present · 
staDd.a aa biological s~c:.ea of simUar infonution. · 
Additicnal infor.:aation u llt!*1eci to extend the ecologL:al dasuiptiona 
to cover all major forast types Md ~ olltain mora intensive ec.ologi4al 
data. Special attenticn should be given to the nature a:cd extent of :e-
seneraUoli> ~ role of l,n·u.sh canopies 1l:L hindering natural rageneration~ 
and the rate of attrition of the old treea througil blowd.awn or break.age by 
wind. In thia ccnnectioa studies of watw:'al regeaeration cu..-mtly ta..Jdng 
placa in all upl.and. type3 am de4l.J..na vi.th hazel bnish aa an C1X>loS~ com-
~~of piDe sumda.in the area h.ava already~ initiated.. 
2. ECological iDYestigatiocs. l1aur major uplmd forest t)?e-caDple:o:es will 
~ . be sb:died iru;llJdillg a.spcn-bucb, jacir. pine, rad am Wit.a pines. and north-
,;..; em •1a:·dwooda. IA each. of these types at least three individual forest 
stands will be ~ven an int2Daive ana.lyau. !nta will be collected en sucll 
items a.a s~ cccpoaiticn, age distr1buti.oni1 soil charxtari3tics 2 sub-
ordinate ve~taticm. fire history, bl~, s~ :igss, and vind brukaga. 
Frc:m auc:b. i:lfonaation thG past history of t.h$ foreet can be pro~ and it.a 
earlier ~lei.oil re@US~tod. ?!le coopa;-atioa of tha !11.nresota Conservation 
Department will be soU.ciUd to enable cu~:~ of auff icient trees in the· 
sampla sta=l to &CCUl'aenly int4rpret fir8 history, stand caDp<>siticnal c~s, 
3Ild othei tr~. 
llllltt.>~ic.al researcll sh.ould be i:Uti.u.ad in advanc.a of the 1!364 fielJ 
se.aaoa, ~ prelfmin.ary find~ vill baljj' provid• a b4e~DUIM1 of iniorn~ion 
for the field 3tudiea. 
Ci:>j~<:tiim 2: To det.endne 'What chang9s rill tak8 plaea with t:i.::e in the puk foruu 
~ a result of eeologic.al succassion under the presen:: p:-ote~tion-manag~t 
?Ol~7. 
?r-ZVIOUS wcru; A..'ID ~ o~: For cany year3 the r~l.ntively undist-..rrbed eon· 
dit!..c'Wi at I~ ?az!t ~ the pr~ of rather e~te.n.siva areas of vi~in 
ti.=lbar staoda h.aa Gade tha ar~a a fdvorita ~ter for studic;a of ecologL:al 
succasaion. Sa-wral atum:pu have .been made (Lee, 1924; ?...:?11, 1938) to study 
tl:.a f~tors iil.fluencing su.cc....~siocal d~velopQent. .Othel:' ef fort3 have ~""en 
dirQc~ toward suci1 s~cif.1.i; objeetivea aa ths relative pe~e and cc::a-
patitive i.:lteract.1oa.s of bals.am tir with the colar:m~ harc!"100d cC1DpOJ2enta of 
the cl~ ve3et.Uion (Suell and Gordon, 1'345; Buell and Nioring, 1953). 
, ';.__ 
•• I I , .• 
(._;~, 
~ ... ..:. . -. 
· .. :::.,;.-"' 
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'n:e ~rt~ of wiar.i damags mld partic:ul.rly it:. ~cle b li:Uti.Z13 the 
lonaevii:y o! th.a vL.-;;in pilie s~ in the ?Uk h4V9 bean atudie4 uncun:· cU7-
r~: Scllcol ol l?Q.reatt7 gn-oject.s. H.an.sea and I;uscan (1954) t3ade provuicc.al 
e3t~t.aa thac most of tba existing acreage of old pine h.aG a life cxpecuc.c.e 
of 25-50 yaars. 1urt.her um-eportad data di>cu:neDt a ~lac:tive effect of wind 
in influencing the speciu ccmpoaitioo cbacpa t~ pl~ in saae of the 
forest types. · 
· ~ id.ea of tl::.a succesaional trcmda cau be sair..td fi'Clll a study of .tl:o 
regsuerati.Ois cmTimtly prasent unde:: mature aund.s. Extensive rapnerat.i.ozl 
aurveys haV~ been conducted fol' several yaara in foraat ecologyclaaaes dur-
Uia the font11try. summer a.essioua. · tJhila such delta ara ·not considered 
a.c~le for re88&%cb U$8 1 considerable infonlatioo baa resultac:l w.ich i~ 
<as.eful in providina guides for .aanp-ling and otlwr p~3l pre>Olema, · aa 
~11 as f~ b~ inioxmatioa ca the r~generacion.situation. 
I;i ordel' to more ~"ely predict \.Jh.at will h.apz>en to the pre~t 
forest a~ i:l Itasca ?:arlf. ueiier th:a exating protacticn-m.-snagerant poli(:Y• 
it will be ~asasuy to ~ile, roviaw. am i:iterprot all th.a fragments of 
kz:ovl.adgQ contribut.ed by pa.st and ~t r~l'c:h. to·d~tendns serious gaps 
of know l~ge ~ m:\d .to initi..ata re&e.u'ch to acquira the illfurmacioa ~. 
F~tora playi.na an e11pecially sjgnifjcaa~ role in de~r.rlning s~ss­
ional trends fo-r any specific forest stand i: tlw park .ua considered to 
include: 
1. The speciea o;;mpositicn of the Qatw:e et.and S::d·i:s curnnt cocd1tioo. 
2. The re~tive ecmpetit.ive abilit:/ of t!:le ~.rari.oua aslWCia.ted ~~ 
s~i&a and their synecologic.al. :-~uirements: . . 
3. 'Ihe ra.ta of !:>lowdow and w1:W breal:saga .aDd its selective in!luenc:e · 
cu st.and ccmpoaition.. . 
4. The OOTmal longevity of the va.ri.cua t...~ species praaent .. 
5. Tib3 offact of varl.oua a1.gni.ficao.t causes of scaedling aortality on 
the succaas of regano:-at.ioe. ?ast az:d current r~ch in::.iic:lt.e 
that !>niah,. fira or its absecc8, deer mid bare, and wits pine 
bli3ttt rus~ are ~speciall:t ~tant. 
}41U,l.e Dane ini.cm:sat.Uia LJ ava:.Lbilile f:-caa puhli!;hed reports or unpW:>liahed 
data en all of the listed point!J, the :!.nfot38~1....."'B on ell points is ~aquata. 
ma problema most urgently i:i need of supplemaat.a.l in.for:niation inc:ll.llia: 
l. vind a» a £~ct.or >:>! forest a::trici.,,-n. 
2. tl"~a b.-ush :;;mopy aa a clatarr011t to reg~ation. 
3. '.!he eu.-ren~ reg~ration condition i:1 the varicu.a forest typea in 
t!ia par~. . 
l •. WL"1d daZ!lags stt.:dy. Two main id.nes of d.ata "Will be ac(\Uired; c;uanti-
e.:itive in:fo·rn.ntirn en thd e:{t!"t1C of bl~ and braakage frcm ~nd in the 
four main upla.ni tne-cccple~s, m?<l aga data 'Jhich will en.able detar.:dnat.icna 
~~:~\ 
I· :1 
· . ., . __ : 
' ,. 
of the avn-age lonprlty of the varioua trn sz>eeiu. Thu will be ob~a'* 
£rem a sw:vey desi.g:ned to saaple th.a5.ii U>U%' type.•ecmpl~a plus age d.at~r­
mt:ia . t.ioce from -c::oa.a iwcti.cms c:- ~~t coraa :~ £:-ca wind-<iama8ed 
tr1?es. 'Ihia st--ify c:m be ir..it!Ated in th1'! first o-r n~ year dopendi.:l.a 
i:>n the a~ail.abillty of ~~t. 
z • . B.apoaration sbady. A re~uicn survey will be ~ucud in the 
sa:me four eyp.e-cem;>Llxes. 'l'hi:1 will b9 d.eaignad to datarmi.ne the abuuduice, 
frequ.ency of oc~, and llt.oek percents of th.a dif.farent Si"f!Ciaa, siae, 
and. aoe ~laaaes of reproduction. 
A :DOl:'O in:c.sive sbady will be made. of the eeol~ ra~ of 
p!:le regenarati=· '?hi.a a~y will foc;u.s s~ial :ittantloii on red p~ aDd 
~:.a ;>i!M as. th• s.pecies a.a~ to b4 t:110at critically i:volved in the 
M:st.hiatic vall.ies of the p.uk. lTeHAt pille su.nd.:t 'Will be sampbd t.o d.atar-
nine th.a extant to which the7 cm ha ~bld to repT0&iuc11 to pina and to 
asseaa ~ ecologic.al relat:i cnsb1P4 that .ars 1™ to dater sw::h re~tiau. 
Th.a t'tgaeratio::i survey c.an be initiat~ the second yea. 'nle ec.ologic..al 
!ltud7 of pine :.-~~r3ti= vill be = c:xpan.8·iotl of a study already ~y in 
preliaiga;y fon:a. 
3 •. InfomaticD f:ca ec.olcg1.c.al reaaareh slre.ady C:Om?l4ted and ~ublis4ed 
plua prel.tmnary or fragmentary data frc:a current reseazch and cl.us. data ldll 
Oil collaeted, sus::a:auizad, and reviewed foi: int:!graticn uith new d.ata frca 
(l) and (2) to enabla a mere reliaOU. prediction of c.hangu to ha 4...~c:ed 
in t:h.a Itaaea l'arlt forest. stands. Thia a::ti•..rity shci1ld b~si:l as sooA as poa-
s~lo., pr.,fa:rably in the first yur. 
Cb~ec:tive 3: TQ i::vutiaata tlls ?QSaibilitiaa of ma:li;>W.ati!lg the vegetatLm 
(ins:'udin3 .th@ usa of concolled fire, tr~e cv.tti.a.g, tree planting, llnd harbi• 
cidu) to. rec:~e.at.a t!1a forest cover situation of th.e ,ud-l.800aa. 
?r..rl!OOS wag, Al1JJ ~ ~: Fr's.sent ;»li:i~• for Itas4.a Park ~strtc:t 
~: to prouc:ial of the foreat f:raa f1 -re, to reduction of the can.get' 
f.-~ Wita ?ilut. blbt.ar ?:USt by partial er~t~ of altaruata host spQciaa,. 
::~ salv~ logging of tr":a bl~ do'loi'A ox broken by~,. znd to cont~ol ci 
the deer ~cioD by altJ!rnAta :y!lar lu.m.ting. Ia r:.r:.. pa.11t ~ l!;ziitad awowlt 
of tree pl..ant.!n; has also been done, an GAped.l:2:ental cutting t:o rel@ase pi:\4 
~eedli:igs has beeo iaade, there has been a c.onsiA.erable Cl:IOWC oi experiment.al 
usa of h.e.r!>icidaa to enc:.ouraaa conifer reproductioa (H-'.lQsan, 1956; llan.un 
a::lci Johnson, 1957), and tile effec~s of fira h.avs been a~.Miied on nn ext.eusiv-e 
basi;s. 
The School of Forast:-y staff has dens c:On.3ic1Aarabl\l :ra3earch on the fi::-a 
·history ~ subse~ ecological devel.J;)pmant at It~. Scme of t.hia in!or• 
~t:!.cn is presently 'Ulli)Ublillned alt~.ougb socie ha.a been ~. ava.ilal>la (Spurr, 
1954). The evidenca cleady indicates that fire was :i pa-rt of tl1e not1D&l 
s~e:na 1n tha prescttlesaent for~st. If pine is to be waintained a.g an il:zpor:.a:;_ 
c~t of tha forest, fire muse ba illtent:ion.ally U3ed undar ~t:olled 
conditiocs or other mora '1rtif!cial gctbocls must ba i~titutad. Diru:t oeedi!: 
follmr-ng fira '!DZ'/ be r~q~red ~o assure aJ~quat.e pine reproductL;n. 
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L• OOditicn to resaarcil sx:d management acti.,.Jitiea conduct.acl ~it.hill the 
pcuk, ccnaiderai>a other r~ch ~lated to te~ of silviculbttal 
wanagemrmt 0£ poasibla U38 in manipuL;ating the park fora.st tcward recre.atina 
earlier eonditicn.s h.a.s been conducted el~ra i:1 Minnesota snd can b4I 
related to the problems at It.asca Park. A b.rge sou~s of such in.fo:matioo 
has ~D accumulated especially as rsl.ated to the effects of fire; the us. 
of berbicid11s; the various silviculbual systems of cut.tin3s, thinning~, and· 
ralea.:ie; and the pl&Ultii.:18 of trees o~.use of direct seeding =euurelt. 
?R.CCJmURB: ODc.e the vegetational charactaTiati.c.. in the mid-1800's, the early· 
l9001 s and the 1960'a have been defined and the differeness asnssed.9 several 
m:msgement ta:chniques may be needed to n1ereat4 conditions prior to the white 
man• s arrival. Controllad burning. cuttiilg, ?lautin..l, and the use of herbi-
cides are the UIOSt J;>ra:d3ing technique• for this p\lri)Ose. Ideally all should 
!:>e tried on a scale sW:ficantly broad to gin meaningful results. For 
practi.:.al reaaons !t i3 fslt ~~c J::MUimum use ah<>uld oo made of in.formation 
on tb.ese tecimiqu.a.a colla.:ted from :-esllarcii done els.r..Aiere. 
Ro1.1ever, some carefully controlled burning should be conducted to test 
the posaiola use oi this t~hni.qua to est.ablisil red omd ~"ilita pi:.e·reproduc· 
ti.cu. Small areas of 3•5 acres located 'Share they will not be viail>le to 
park visitors should be burned in an attempt to reduce ground cover c~ti­
tiou an1l to cr2ate f.avorabla seedbed conditions for pi."1e :r~ration. To 
eU.mJ.na.ta the ~rtainty of doing th1a Weil a.eed from the paren~ ata:nd is 
noe pre~it the ~ area.a will be dir~t se~d wsing .seed of nd., Witait 
3Ud ,Pck pine.a, w1t;;a sprue.a, and bal..um fir. Seed for this use vill be 
collacted fraa local oourc~s. 
Full coopttratioil from the Mhmesot.a Conservation Dapartmmt ia ~sseutial 
in the conduct. of the entire sub project and m.AJtimum precautions crust be 
taken in the e-&periaental burning. 'Ille fires vill have to be carefully cou• 
fined by fire breaks and ~da~ts otandby equipment to be provid.sd by the 
. State Division of Fot"estyY. Proper fwtl molJ.lture conditions are euenti..al. 
· The addicica of fuel oils to the area to b9 burned m.&y bi! no<:d8Sat"Y (liillik.erit 
1962). .Research in cilia are.a oow in progrua a.e the Schcol of For<:1stey and 
by th.e I.aka Staaa Forut ZAyer:iment St-ltion will De most. hel;:rful i:t cGOphlt.-
ill3 theH ~. Th.a e.f.factiveneas of pine reproduction ~s·ubluhmml~ will 
be e•ral\J.at.ed as -.:o epeci.as, number of t?"cea, aiza of s~lings, and th& 
ef faet of fire on eaapetina plant:J. 
A lim.itad a:iount of e~perimental cutting is propoged. T'oia should be 
clon0 in the aspen 2:nd jac~ pine types to teat posaibllie inean& of converti:lg 
these larao-acreags types tu conifars h.aving gr2ate:- aasathatic a??ial. Stansia 
hsving e~istins conitOl.r reproduction 'Will b~ given first p~i-0rity in t~es~ 
~esn. l='a.st studies have ahO'Wll th.at thara in a con3idarabl11 amount of l>lhita 
pirie rep:roductU:iu und~r ?!!.3ny of these stands that ne~r survives bsc:~"a of 
shade and cccpetiti.on fro= brush nnd tha overhead tree.cano~y. Saall plot.a 
. oi 3-5 ecrea are &:d<?qu.ata for cllese r:rials c'.Uld ,_:c:an be lcc.ated \rilere t!li!y are 
not ger.crally visiglQ f~cm ~r:xveled roads. 
·,. 
. ·~ I'. . 
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Planting using banci methods 1ilad i-audcm distribu:ion of na.tive st«k (or 
st.ocic grO'.oi'O irom l~ ~) may prove efiectivs at..:other l~ationa and will 
be initituted ou several feasi!>la sites lrlhere the m...thocl !las pros£)4'Cts of 
suc:ous and ~na sw:b e.st61blulmliaot might accord with oarly v~getativa cover 
ccnciitioa.a. Knowledge gained threu&h planting experiance ialsewbere i:i the 
Stat.a will ~ useful here. 
Berbid . .da applieati.cna to encourage pine cstal>lishaent have already bee11 
demoaatratad to be eff2Ctiva in enc:ouraging 'lolb.ita pi:w r~g.enaratiou (".I.utseu, 
1956) at It.asc.a. The use of chemicals in c:aDbiDatioo with cutting, however, 
neecia further exploration. In the tastainvolving burning aDd cutt.ing,herbi-
cide applicationa may be needed to suc.ceaafully ost.aiU .. sh desirabla conifer 
rep~tioa. Taau will be dasigaeG t.o release coa.if41' sHdU.nga frem 
brush and grouad cover ccmpetiti.cu. Split-plot ccmpa:iscn.s of herbicide and 
DOQ•tteatad ~lots .... --ill be superimposed oo cu~ and burned area. to provide · 
a tat.is ti:;al caiaparisona. · 
Because these testa of silvicultural · teclmiquea requires relatively long 
perioda for meaningful evaluation, they should be initiated as early as 
posall>le. The burni.n3 and cuttin3 tGs1:s sllould be conduct.ad 1n the seccnd 
;>rojecc year and th4 herbic.idal tasta should follcv in the third and fourth 
yearo. 
Objective 4: 'ro evalu.ata (a) preferencea and reactions of r0creat1onal ti.Hrs of 
l~ to proposed manipulations and (2) thO aemnistrative pro~lems pos.!d by 
suci1 mau~aticna, in an effort to dafiDa the desi:rability and tho feaaii:>ility 
of specified ~c ac:t1v1tiea. 
~llOOS TiiOiX AND PRBS8NT CUTl.CX*: ~r pnfarences h.ave been widely studied 
aa an aid to more effective mai-Utiq of ccm:nercial product:» of many kinda 
(Duncan!£. al, 1960, others). Techniques have bMU r~ly llrell def!Qed 
(Kiehl and Bllodea. 1956). In the area of recreational pre.for~nc.es in 1Jil.d 
land a.r248. ~r, li~tle has be.e:n done. The outdoor Rec::-eat.icn IL?&O\U"ce 
Review Camu.Usion did make a survey of user1t in an effort to evaluate th4 
variablQ• aifact.1.ng quality and demand (Mueller a:x1 Gurin. 1962; Said and 
Barlowe> 1%2). While bey indi.cata th.a~ u.aer l}reienm~o. cannot be ctl?loymi 
alon. to ,sui4e nw:Mgeman~ polic:y • ~llu and GuxiD do atata til.at vi3i~r 
opinion "properly elicited and evaluated, can bE! extremely useful". 
Pros~ti~ administrative· p:-oblems are of several types buc to a con-
side.-abla degree are a.ff~ud by the opinion of the public and of individuals 
..ho are st::cngl.y interested in ~t is dcue (or not dona) at Itasca. 'Ihasa 
k.i:ld.s of problema along with thos.e of a financial ~~e &":USt. be evaluat3d 
if cs;-tain manageman: practius are to bi! i:nplefQallt.ed. Sallie deab'abla ?;-ac• 
tic~s cay b19 proirl.bit....~ .by these conaideraei.cna, and lesa desirable altorna-
ti~ 9olui;l.ona may have to be sugguted. 
1?RC~: In th.a area of determining recreational preferences. the plan is to 
e:t;>lors the following questions wich a carefully seleeted '.r.sampla of visitors 
to It.as.ca Soc.a Park. 
~ . 
. 
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a. ~'by do reereatioDlll visitors COG8 to 1~1 · 
b. What :~type• of forest ccvor ars p~efar:-isd? 
<:. Wb.a.t u-a t!ie riaacticua of vliito~s to r.iani;iul3tivn by man including: 
(1) controllacl bunaina 
(2) cutt:illg · 
(3) pla:Jt.ing 
(4) the uaa of h.erbicid.e.s 
(Ca these questioiis, visitors will be shcnic a.raas created by tbe 
above tecluU.que4.) . . 
d •. Do vi~itor:t accept. tbe management object.ive tha~ parks Ghould b• 
pl~ in _t.1:4 condition in. W1ch they ve.ro found a~ tho time of . 
Wita wrD1 s arrival, or do they c.ona1d11r acme alternative objective 
preferable? · · · · 
. . . . 
Tiau ~tiorul and others of a similar kind having implku~....s for 
m=.agema:it -will be explond with three randaaly selectad cla.aNa of vu1:.on. 
1. A group (the c..cnttol) not subjected to any att.mupc to educ.a.ta th.ea. 
2. A grcup.expoaed to a half~ explazwtiOil of the l:'e&.aooa for 3:ld 
the object.ivea of management at Itasca. 
3. A group, each of wha:t will be provided at each location with a C-3td 
vhich e~?lains verf briafly the reason for the manipulatioii.dis?lay<!d. 
the card Yill provirle the kil2d of inio:rmaU.oo l<!bic.h c.ould. ~ plat:ad 
on a rustic sip of explanatica audl N nov ia u.:sed in l:Wl7 Natioual. 
Fo:-ests. 
Difureoces amccg the three groups will be anal~- stati.Gtic:ally to d.eurmi:l4 
whether the propo.ed kinda of education affe:ct outdoor recreatioo putieipant.a. 
An evaluatiOG also will bo made o.f cha philoaophy of at.au '1nd national 
park management. Mu.ch of this is now iD the literature {ls.a, 1961; ~tioual 
Confer~• ou St.at.a Parka, 1959) but the concepts ara unG.er majoT reeoi:.sidel:'a-
tion at the praaent time as shown· by the Leopold report snr:l other evidenca. 
~ougli interview with ataca park plADDars alZd direi:t.ora, peraonnal of the 
. iiational. Paxk Service, the Suro.au of OutdooT Recreation, Univet"aity biologiata 
and ot.hor.s, an eff~-rt ·.Jill be made to ass.ea.a pountial ?roi>la=e rssl.llting 
f:-om philoaoph.1':al diversity. ~. ruttaints imposed upon management rua a 
ras&&li! of t.hue philos.opbiaa aill be clearly dafilwd and. statsd. Alternative 
solutiows (;n;ma~t teclmiquesi) wilicn !!light b-'il \a??liGd, asauraillg certain 
uuderlying ol>j.activea, will be provideci. 
C"oiect:ive 5: The integration and evaluaticm of the research data .u 1t pertains 
to t:lanageraent rec.c;aasaent!ati~ (inclu.di.Dg :cning, control burn1n3, cutting, 
planting. herb1':~ applic:.atiOQ, and others) "'!iich could bo .i.t!plemelltad at 
It.o.ac.a or at otr..er si:lilu 'Vildlalldu recl:e.a'tit>nal area.a. 
PREVICUS WCR!CAND PRZSzi.'T CUTI.ClClX: llansen snd Dun~ (l9S.-.) ~ ~ (l956) have 
nusgea~~ ce:rtaiD l.'Pnagement poli.cies wb.ich m.ia}lt b@ aeopted at I~ca and at 
other auita pa:!a. Thase> b.~ver, ~ro no~ O.Ued on ~ ti:UCh n.\1.ft.Uch dat& a.a 
i::Ught have been desirable and raere tentative 1n natura. Uith tha changes in 
philosophical approa@ to park management nov appa..-ent, th.a additional 
re3earc.h a.cd revis-ed and e:r.pand.ed reconMDd.ad.cu.1 ara timely and apprO}lriate. 
.. , 
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P'!..C"llillliBJl: 'nle rec'lllMMatimw t.o be proposed will be dariwd directly from the fo~goin.3 d.asa-~ research. 'l'hlay uill represent an eito-rt en tha part of tl~a -:as~cii ~$01mGl to inr:.agrat~ all of the fiDdi:lg.a in tsrms of their 
appli-atica at It.aaca. · 
??....a~ DtJ"ilAT!tJI: It i.3 estimat.ecl that the proposed reae.ucb vill requira ei3ht 
years to c.c.aplet..e. The ti:totable ;>reseocly envuioned is as follow: 
i,.2.3. 
2. 
3. 
B.Utorieal Study aDd CU~ Situatica (~itaup incl.) 
Init.13tiDD of e:r:perimelltal burn.s aud cutd.113s. 
. Initiation of Plantillg • 
. J.4. 
1,-; J.4.5. 
6.7. 
Barbiilide appllc.3tioD.9. . . . . . 
·Study of recriaaciooist' a pi-~ .. Ac1ainistrative p-roblala. 
Evaluatioa o.£ result.a of treatments. 
. Total analysu, tJrir.aa;>, am public.ation. 1.s. 
F~SlJ~·: 
B. L. Hansen 
D. P. Duncan 
Total 
2,COO 
1,000 
500 E. V. :aalasaa 
P.eaea:rch 
.Usist:mt.a 5,aca 
S1JP9l.i.ea 6 E.~ 1,233 
Tot.al 10,541 
ll. L. lla:aMD 
!l. l'. Duncan 
S. V. :lakusu 
Ir--1in3 
E.e.uarch U.1.at:mU 
Total 
S. L. Hanaen 
D. ?. ~cm 
Z. V. J!.alw.ZiS 
2,000 
1,000 
500 
5CQ 
lO,C-00 
2,500 
16,5-00 
2,000 
l,COO 
500 
F. D. !rving 500 
B.2s~cil Aaahcanu 10,COO 
Su??lias 2, 500 
Tat.al 
Sumrt 
1%'.l-IA 
2,000 
l,COO 
500 
3,500 
1%4-65 
2,000 
1,000 
500 
sno 
4,000 
1965~ 
2,000 
l,OCO 
500 
5CO 
4,CCO 
Mclnti"-St9ftJ1.ig 
5,808 
1,233 
7,041 
10,CCO 
2,500 
l.2,500 
10,000 
2,50-0 
12,SCO. 
~~' -;·, .i .... 
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Aa ~sently pl...anmtd the project will nm for eight ye.ara.t11th tha 
follow-.i.ng amovnt:a of ~lntire-Stennia fu:ida: 
1966-67 Q $6,0CO 
1907-68 - 3,500 
1963-69 ID 3,000 
1969·70 ~ 3,C~ 
1970-71 - . 1,000 
:.'·.~·-
Per~C...~ 
Benry L. FttPSOD 
Donald P •. Iiuncan 
Egolf~ V. &aku=ia 
Frank D. lrvina 
Richard A. Skok 
Re.Mardi A.saiat.aata 
nrsnTUnOOA.L UN1"1'3 INVOLV!D: 
School of For:estry, University of Mi:mea.;:>t.4 
CC.CP!RA TI Cll1: 
Minnesota Divisicn of P.lrk.s 
:.llimesota Division of Forestry 
I.aka States i'crnt E3:peri:aenc Station 
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A PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH ON THE ECOLOGY Al.'lD 
MANAGEi:-fENT OF MINNESOTA STATE PARKS 
This proposal provides for a continuation and extension of the re-
search now being conducted at Itasca and St. Croix State Parks under the 
supervision of Dr. Henry L. Hansen. The School of Forestry has had a long 
history of interest and research in Itasca State Park. Studies have been 
completed or are underway on the influence of fires, logging, and other 
historical events on the forest; on its natural successional trends, on 
the interactions of deer and the forest vegetation, on the patterns of 
visitor use and their aesthetic preferences, and on the application of 
techniques and methods for perpetuating the essential features for which 
Itasca Park was created. 
These studies are of necessity long-term in nature. In part they 
will be completed in 1969, During 1970 it will be possible to provide 
the. liinnesota Division of Parks and Recreation a report detailing the 
basic documentary data, an analysis of the implications in terms of man-
agement policies, and recommendations for future policy and management 
decisions. 
Until 1967 this research had been supported only by University funds 
(Hinnesota Agricultural Experiment Station and Graduate School Grants) and 
federal sources (Hcintire-Stennis Act). In 1967, MORRC (now Hinnesota 
Natural Resources Commission) provided additional f \lllds to support the 
Itasca Park research and to extend it to other state parks. 
'lllis proposal would provide for the completion of the Itasca Park 
research and its final report to the State Conservation Department, for 
the continuation of similar research already initiated in St. Croix State 
Park, and for an extension of research to a third park, such as Whitewater 
State Park, where use patterns and ecological conditions are different from 
those already studied. 
OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives of this proposed study are: 
1. To investigate and define the historical events which have in-
fluenced the vegetation. Special attention will be given to fire, 
logging and wildlife in this connection. 
2. To determine what changes in vegetation will take place in the 
future as a result of increased use pressures, managem~nt policies, 
2nd natural successional trends. 
.... _~""": .. 
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3. To identify features of special significance for protection in 
natural areas, scenic landscapes, or other appropriate forms. 
4. To provide ecological information which will be useful to the 
nature interpretation programs underway in these parks and 
which will help coordinate the diverse aspects of many activ-
ities on such areas. 
5. To evaluate the research data as they pertain to management 
decisions relative to zoning, vegetational manipulation, and 
use regulation. 
6. To evaluate the educational and recreational potentials and 
present patterns of public use as they affect the general 
ecology of the park. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Recreational use of forested lands in the United States is rapidly 
increasing, doubling at about 10-year intervals. Special attention must be 
given to the impact of such use on the vegetation and other aspects of the 
recreation resource, the deterioration of scenic and other features, and to 
the need for basic information on vegetational changes to guide long-term 
management and planning. 
The need for greatly intensified and expanded research and the general 
seriousness of the problems have become apparent to administrators and 
managers of recreational resource areas - national, state, and local. It 
has become increasingly evident that the effects of increasing use of out-
door recreational areas, the deleterious effects of excessive deer popu-
lations, the complete elimination of fires, and other events may destroy 
or reduce the attractions inherent in recreational lands in the absence of 
active management to preserve their quality. At the same time research has 
seldom been adequate to produce the basic information needed for the devel-
opment of sound management plans with long range goals. 
GENERAL PLAN 
Financial assistance is sought to complete the research now underway 
at Itasca Park and to prepare a model park management guide in 1970. The 
research at St. Croix State Park initiated on a reconnaissance basis in 
1967 will be intensified. In addition, similar studies will be started at 
another state park such as Whitewater where ecological conditions and use 
~atterns· are quite different. Four main lines of investigation emphasize: 
1. Historical research. This will emphasize the effects of fire, 
logging and wildlife on the vegetation, as well as the legislative 
···:. 
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l. (Cont'd) 
and other items associated with the creation of the specific park 
and affecting its present and future management. 
2. Ecological studies. The vegetation will be studied to determine 
natural successional tendencies and the impact of various kinds of 
public use and wildlife pressures. Areas having unusual scenic and 
scientific values requiring special protection or management will 
be identified. Measures needed to restore original or desired 
biotic associations will be assessed. 
3. Recreational use. The impact on the recreation resource of present 
use patterns will be analyzed and user preferences evaluated. 
Features of unique and appropriate recreational value will be ident-
ified. 
4. Management problems and policies. The research data collected will 
be evaluated in terms of management policies for zoning of public 
use to protect areas of unique scientific value, to maximize edu-
cational and recreational potentials, and to perpetuate or restore 
original or desired natural features. 
While some aspects of this research will not be completed, it is pro-
posed that the present study be continued for two years and that future 
research be projected as necessary after the evaluation of the results. 
'lllis will enable completion of the Itasca Park and St. Croix research 
projects. 
The School of Forestry will continue to provide the salary of the 
project leader. Under his supervision graduate stude~ts will integrate 
work on the project with their academic program. They will concentrate 
full time on the project during the field season and part time during the 
school year and will be hired as half-time research assistants. 
Funds are needed to support these part-time research assistants to-
gether with necessary equipment and expenses for each of the two years as 
itemized. The availability of these funds is especially critical to the 
continuation of this research because the federal Mcintyre-Stennis funds 
which have been the major support for this research in past years will 
t<=>rminate or be greatly reduced in 1969. 
Estimated 
Annual Cost 
~~search l~ader (Dr. H. L. Hansen) No charge 
(; half-time research assistants @ $3500* $21,000 
2-year Cost 
No charge 
$42,000 
Lahoratory and computer charges, equipment 3 ,500 7,000 
Transportation and expenses 
Total 
*Estimated salary level - 1969 
3,000 
$27,500 
6,000 
$55,000 
• r 
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OTHER SUPPORT 
The funds requested above are to enable continuation and extension 
of research on the problems discussed. The current research program has 
been supported through the School of Forestry by University funds and by 
grants and allocations from several federal sources as listed below for 
the academic year 1967-68. 
University support: 
$3,500 for partial salary of Dr. H. L. Hansen as 
research project leader. 
Federal and State funds (channeled through the Iiinnesota Agricultural 
Experiment Station): 
$3,500 - General Agricultural Research 
$9, 720 - iicintire-Stennis Act funds for research 
assistants. 
$2,863 - Hcintire-Stennis Act funds for transportation, 
equipment, and supplies. 
The $12,583 of Mcintire-Stennis funds will not be available beyond 
1968. The availability of the GAR funds for 1968-69 is as yet not re-
solved. 
In 1967, at the recommendation of UORRC and the Minnesota Division of 
State Parks, the Minnesota State Legislature appropriated $30,960 for the 
1967-68 biennium in support of this project. 
ee 
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THE ECOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF STATE PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS 
A Progress Report to the Minnesota Resources Commission 
Henry L. Hansen, University of Minnesota, School of Forestry 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The School of Forestry has conducted a program of research on the 
ecology and recreational use of Itasca Park for the past six years and 
has recently initiated a similar program in St. Croix State Park. It 
is proposed that these studies be continued and extended to include an 
additional park such as Whitewater where different vegetation and rec-
reational use patterns prevail. 
Studies of visitor reactions and patterns of activity indicate that 
the natural beauty of the Non-1ay pine stands is a principal attraction in 
Itasca Park. Other studies document the total lack of reproduction of 
this species and the rate at which it is being converted to brush and other 
less desirable types. 
Research on the aspen type which covers over a third of the total park 
area indicates that it is similarly converting to aesthetically low value 
species and an increasing preponderance of brush. 
Because of this it is reconnnended that (1) the present pine stands be 
protected to prolong their life and that appropriate silviculture be applied 
to perpetuate this preferred species, and (2) that treatments be developed 
and applied to convert a portion of the aspen type each year to Norway pine 
and other preferred conifers to recreate the conditions prevailing in the 
Park at the time of its creation. 
It is recommended that the position of park ecologist be created within 
the Division of Parks and Recreation to implement action programs based on 
this research and to deal with other pressing problems. 
An analysis of activities within Itasca and St, Croix Parks indicates 
the great variety of uses they serve. These may be grouped as recreational, 
educational, and research. Similarly, the intensity of use on different 
portions of these parks varies from very intensive to almost none. There-
fore, it must be recognized that a zonation of use and a flexibility in 
management is necessary. Where possible every park should have a designated 
"natural area" on which man's activities are greatly restricted. Conversely 
on recreational areas various management activities must be conducted. Funds 
are needed to strengthen the planning activities within the Division of Parks 
and Recreation and to make pos~ible the development of master plans to guide 
future activities on these two highly important parks as well as others in 
the system.. 
There is urgent need for a vegetation map of St. Croix State Park. 
This is needed not only as the basis for research but also for administrative 
and management purposes. 
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PROJECT HISTORY 
The School of Forestry has had a long history of interest in and 
research on the problems relating to the use of wilderness, parks, and 
recreational areas. The roots of this interest trace back to the period 
from 1907-1909 when forestry students working under the supervision of 
Professor E. G. Cheyney in Itasca Park assisted early park authorities in 
running boundary lines, laying out roads and trails, and constructing 
facilities, and when the University under the leadership of Professor 
Samuel B. Green established a field forestry training center in the Park · 
which has been in continuous existance to the present time. 
In post-World War II years studies have been completed or are und.er-
way on the influence of fires, logging, and other historical events on 
the forest; on its ·natural successional trends, on the interactions of 
deer and the forest vegetation, on the patterns of visitor use and their 
aesthetic preferences, and on the application of techniques and methods 
for perpetuating the essential features for which Itasca Park was created. 
Support 
Until 1967 this research had been supported only by University funds 
(l1innesota Agricultural Experiment Station and Graduate School Grants) and 
federal sources (Mcintire-Stennis Act). In 1967, MORRC (now Minnesota 
Natural Resources Commission) provided additional funds to support the 
Itasca Park research and to extend it to other state parks. 
Scope and Objectives 
In general, research has been directed; (1) to identify problems re-
lating particularly to the vegetation as a natural feature and a recrea-
tional resource on parks; (2) to acquire the basic ecological, management, 
and other information needed to develop solutions; and (3) to predict the 
consequences of various management practices. 
Most of the emphasis has been on Itasca State Park where a very con-
siderable mass of research information has been accumulated. It is planned 
that with a season of field study in 1969 most of this research can be com-
pleted and a final report prepared for submission. 
In 1967 and 1968 similar kinds of studies were initiated at St. Croix 
State Park where somewhat different vegetation, recreational use patterns, 
and other conditions prevail. Studies in this park have been at a recon-
naissance and survey level, and it will require at least two more field 
seasons to complete this phase of the project. In 1969 it is hoped that an 
extension of the study might be made to include one of the parks, such as 
Whitewater, where the forest types are hardwoods and ecologically different 
problems are involved. 
;0 
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REVIEW OF PROGRESS - ITASCA PARK PROJECTS 
Forest Ecological Studies 
Research under this subproject provides the core of ecological know-
ledge basic to the study, A total of 130 different forest stands scattered 
throughout Itasca Park and covering the total range of upland conditions 
was examined in the reconnaissance phase of the study. From these, a rep-
resentative selection of 36 stands was made on which intensive vegetational 
and soil data were taken on 264 plots. These 264 plots have been permanently 
identified by aluminum plot stakes and photographed so that they can provide 
a beginning point from which long term changes can be recorded in future 
years. Collection of field data on these plots is complete. Some unit an-
alyses have been completed, and final reports on this phase of the project 
will be available in 1969. 
Data from these studies makes it possible to describe the character 
and features of the different forest types in Itasca Park, to compute the 
success of natural regeneration under these types, and to predict the nature 
of the future forests. 
Forest Types and Condition 
In 1965 a report on the Itasca Park Forest was presented to MORRC 
containing a list of forest types, their areas, and a breakdo'tJll of the 
Norway and white pine types by maturity condition. These data are repeated 
as Tables 1 and 2 in the Appendix of this report because of their signifi~ 
cance. 
It is important to note (Table 1) that the largest type in the Park 
is aspen with over 13 ,000 acres and that the aesthetically preferred Non1ay 
(red) pfne occupies less than 6,000 acres in total. Furthermore, the pine 
stands are largely mature or overmature, with less than 300 acres of forest 
under 100 years of age(Table 2). 
Forest Succession 
The study of the dynamics of forest succession is not complete, Final 
field studies have been made, and the data are in process of final analysis. 
Fig. 6 is included in the Appendix although it is only provisional. This 
figure delineates the channels of natural succession which will be followed 
when the present forest stands die or are blown down and if man does not 
interfere in any way. 
Two predominant and serious trends are apparent. One is the gradual 
disappearance of pine, and the other is an increased abundance of brush in 
the future forest types, Both trends are natural phenomena and can be 
checked only by suitable silvicultural procedures. · 
·~ ... 
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Forest Regeneration 
The current study documents the complete inadequacy of pine regen-
eration under pcesent pine stands (see Fig. 1, Appendix), aspen-birch 
stands (Fig. 2), or northern hardwood stands (Fig. 3). In the present 
pine and aspen-birch stands there is a dense shrub canopy averaging over 
30,000 stems per acre making regeneration totally impossib~e __ under _natural. 
conditions of ecological succession and in the absence.of fire or manage-
ment assistance. While several species of hardwoods are better able than 
pine to compete with this brush canopy, the data indicate that the success 
of these species is also limited. In the northern hardwood type (sugar 
· maple, basswood, ironwood) these shade tolerant species are more success-
ful in competing with the brush, and the study indicates that this type 
will'perpetuate itself easily without man's help. 
One reason for the difficulty in regenerating trees in competition 
with brush is the generally faster rate of growth of brush sprouts or 
suckers. A study was made of the juvenile growth characteristics of the 
more common tree and shrub species. The results of this study for white 
pine, red maple, and hazel brush are given in Fig. 4. Results of a 10-
year case history study of the patterns of regeneration under an old pine-
balsam fir overstory are given in Fig. 5. In this stand the conifer (pine 
and balsam fir) seedlings which were present in 1953 succumbed to the brush 
and faster growing hardwoods, with the Norway pine disappearing completely. 
Tree Longevity 
Information on the longevity of the various tree species obtained by 
the use of an increment borer on trees in the sample stands has been sum-
marized in Fig. 6. While occasional trees are found older than these, the 
figures in the table are the maximum ages which the species may normally be 
expected to reach. Average life expectancy is considerably less than these 
ages. For example, while the oldest aspen found on the plots was 112 years 
old, most aspen die or are blown down by 80 years. ·This age information is 
needed to predict how long the present Itasca Park stands will last. 
Salvage of Dead or Down Pine 
The salvage of dead or down trees on Itasca Park is permitted under 
regulation by the State Division of Lands and Forestry. Information on the 
extent of this salvage is given in Tables 5 and 6, and was furnished by the 
Itasca Ranger Station. 
The figures do not include any salvage of pulpwood size trees. It 
should be noted that only a small fraction of the total of dead trees is 
salvaged. Except for occasional large pines which are lightning struck, 
blown. down, or which die otherwise, there is little economic incentive to 
salvage other trees. Therefore, the volumes of trees salvaged is a con-
servative index of the rate at which the old pine stands are deteriorating. 
In the 22 years from 1955 to 1968 slightly more than 3 million board 
feet have been salvaged. This volume is approximately equivalent to 6000 
large virgin Norway pine which have been lost during this period. 
··.-.:· 
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Fi re History 
A very important aspect of the research on this project has led to a 
reconstruction of the fire history of the area back to 1650. Table 4 con-
tains a list of dates of fires which burned somewhere within the present 
Itasca Park area. This fire dating has been done by checking fire scars 
on old living trees, usually Norway pine. Because these early fires often 
created seedbed conditions favorable to the regeneration of Norway pine, 
trees of this species often coincide in age with the fire scar dates. Sim-
ilarly, but for different ecological reasons, jack pine and aspen are 
typically post-fire species and their ages indicate the occurrence of past 
fires. 
Because not every fire was followed by moisture conditions favorable 
for tree regeneration, only a fraction of the fires were successfully 
followed by such regeneration. The incidence of fire and tree regeneration 
and early weather records have been studied to determine the inter-relation-
ships involved. 
Recreational Use Patterns and Preferences 
Statistics on visitor use of Itasca Park have been provided by the 
Park Manager's office and are given in Table 6. These indicate an in-
creasing number of total visitations more than doubling from 1956 to 1967. 
A levelling off or slight downward trend in the numbers of day visitors is 
recorded for the last several years. Because of some difficulty in the use 
of traffic counters, the exact year this downward trend began is uncertain 
but was sometime from 1963 to 1965. During this same period (1956-1967) 
the number of campers using campground facilities almost tripled (34,397 in 
1956 to 101,428 in 1967). This trend continues upward. Further increase in 
park use, especially by campers, puts added strains on facilities, parking 
areas, roads, and campground sites. Deterioration of the natural resource 
features of the park is now a matter of real concern. Itasca State Park 
faces the same problem as exists in some of the mroe popular national parks, 
increased use pressures are threatening the very values the parks were 
created to protect. 
A report of the results of a 1965 study of visitor use preferences con-
ducted as part of this project was made to i10RRC in 1967. The relevant con-
clusions of this study were: 
1. Of all·the attractions in the park, visitors rated "forest and 
natural vegetation" as the most popular. 
2. The most popular leisure time activity for visitors was "sight-
seeing". 
3. Visitors rated Norway pine as their first preference of all 
vegetational types in the park. 
In 1967 a study was made of park visitors' reactions to vistas which 
had been created by cutting down the brush at several points along the lake-
shore drive. Visitors' responses were enthusiastically for the vistas and 
favored a continuation of the present openings with a moderate expansion of 
their area. 
... 
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Silvicultural Research - T:.1e Norway pine and aspen types 
The historical and ecological research previously cited nas identified 
the Norway pine and asp~n forest types as ''problem types" in Itasca Park. 
The Norway pine is aesthetically preferred above all othe_~~-~y __ ?lmost all __ 
park visitors. Because of early logging activities and changed ecological 
conditions introduced after the Park was created, this species is no longer 
regenerating itself, and natural mortality is seriously diminishing its 
present abundance. 
By contrast aspen, a species which established readily after fires, 
logging, and other early disturbances, and which is not eliminated by heavy 
deer browsing, is presently the largest type in area in the park. This type 
rates low on any beauty-rating scale and is present on several millions of 
acres elsewhere in the state. 
The major problem in dealinB with the forest types of Itasca Park are 
thus identified as (1) retaining the present Norway pine trees and forest 
stands as long as possible, and (2) converting some of the present aspen 
type back to pine as much of it was before the park was created. 
Four stands have been set aside in which experimental treatments have 
been initiated to accomplish this. These treatments involve singly or in 
combination controlled burning, overstory removal, brush control, and seeding. 
These are of necessity long term studies and will have to be continued for 
at least five more years. 
RESEARCH PROGRESS - ST. CROIX STATE PARK 
In 1967 studies were initiated at St. Croix Park. Work to this date 
has been primarily a survey to determine the range of ecological conditions, 
the nature and condition of the present forest types, and the acquisition 
of historic and other information which will help identify the problems and 
provide a background for their resolution. 
Progress on this work has been slowed by the absence of a vegetational 
type map. Such a map is urgently needed not only for the research work but 
also for the administration and management of the park. 
A total of 127 different stands have been examined to determine the 
general nature and condition of the range of forest and soil types. From the 
127 stands 31 were selected to represent the range of vegetation and environ-
ment. On these, intensive vegetation and soil data have been collected which 
will make possible detailed descriptions of the present vegetation, analysis 
of the regeneration patterns, and predictions of successional trends. We are 
now in the process of summarizing and analyzing this information. 
The study has also identified an area suitable for reservation as a 
natural area within the park. It is felt that where possible the state 
parks should contain such natural areas on which research dependent on the 
exclusion of man's activities can be centered. Such an area will also serve 
as a control with which comparisons can be made with disturbed or managed 
areas. Negotiations are underway with the Division of Parks and Recreation 
in this connection. 
TABLE 1 
Type ac.reages in Itasca State Park 
Forest Type 
Aspen 
Norway pine 
Jack pine 
Spruce-balsam 
Narsh and bog 
Northern hardwoods 
tfuite pine 
Lowland brush 
Lowland hardwoods 
Upland brush 
Tamarack 
Spruce 
Lakes 
Fields and roads 
Total Acreage 
13,268 
5,738 
1,898 
1,637 
1,563 
1,513 
847 
579 
374 
370 
306 
201 
3,114 
205 
Total 31,586 
From this table it appears that the total area of Norway and white 
pine, the forest types of critical importance as a basic attraction 
in the Park, is approximately 6,586 acres or less than 20 percent of 
the total area. It is also pertinent to note the condition of these 
acres devoted to the Norway and white pine types as shown in TABLE 2. 
TABLE 2 
Area in acres by condition classes 
Forest Type 
Norway pine 
White pine 
1/ 
Overmaturell 
2537 
739 
Maturel/ 
2908 
108 
- Trees over 200 years old. 
];./Trees 100 to 200 years old. 
]../Trees 60 to 100 years old. 
Youngll 
293 
Total 
5733 
847 
These data indicate a serious absence of the younger age classes in 
the forest and a disturbing concentration of overmature trees which 
cannot be expected to last much more than about 25 years. As these 
acres revert to other less desirable forest types such as mixed hard-
woods, brush and balsam, the value of Itasca Park as a tourist at-
traction will suffer greatly unless there is a sufficient acreage of 
young pine growth to replace it. 
Some idea of the rate at which this old growth pine is being los·t to . 
insects, disease and especially to windthrow is shown in T.::::c:le 4. 
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TABLE 3 
Dates of fires as determined from fire scars and other information 
in Itasca State ParI<.!1 
Years Years 
Fire before Fire before 
~ !2M ~ 1968 
i922 46 1843 125 
1918 50 1838 130 
1913 55 1820 148 
1911 57 1811 157 
1909 59 1803 165 
1907 61 1796 172 
1905 63 1787 181 
1898 70 1772 196 
1895 73 1759 209 
1891 77 1742 226 
1889 79 1728 240 
1887 81 1714 254 
1884 84 1702 266 
1875 93 1670 298 
1871 97 1661 307 
1864 104 1650 313 
1/ 
- This information is provisional and part of an ongoing research 
program. Publication or citation in published documents will not 
.be permitted without consent. H. L. Hansen, School of Forestry, 
University of Minnesota. 
........... ,,. ... · 
TABLE 4 
Summary of volumes of old-growth pine timber sold as salvage of dead 
and doun trees at Itasca State Park from 1941 to 1968 
Period Volumes (bd. ft.) 
1941-43 inclusive 470,780 
1944-46 II 848,320 
1947-49 II 823,880 
1950-52 " 1,053,600 
1953-55 II 1,224,880 
1956-58 II 841,040 
1959-61 II 623,690 
1962-64 " 483,230 
1965-67 II 212,580 * 
1968 31,000 ·'· " 
*Dead and dying trees throughout the park only partly salvaged. 
ITASCA STATE PARl~ VISITOR USE SU~.J1ARY .. !/ 
TABLE 5 TABLE 6 
Total Day Visitors & Guests 
1956 - 259,405 
1957 - 362,528 
1958 - 419,920 
1959 - 437,314 
1960 - 501, 604 
1961 - 471,048 
1962 - 541,203 
1963 - 576,372 
~·:1964 - 365,022 
1965 - 608,742 
1966 - 502,121 
1967 - 520,763 
*Records indicate counters 
were broken down a portion 
of.year. 
Total Camp~rounds Guests 
1956 - 34,397 
1957 - 36,174 
1958 - 39,703 
1959 - 41,919 
1960 - 48,202 
1961 - 55 '911 
1962 - 70,684 
1963 - 93,937 
1964 - 87,083 
1965 - 79,312 
1966 - 90,146 
1967 - 101,428 
l:/ Figures obtained from the Itasca State Park 
Superintendent's office. 
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· Figure 4 
Early Growth Rate of White Pine and 
Red Maple Seedlings and Hazel in Pine 
Stands in ltas~a Siate Park, Minnesota. 
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SPECIES 
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Red Oek 
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IrOllllOOd 
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White Spruce 
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Sugar Klpl• 
Bauvoocl 
White Pine 
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Red Pine 
Bur Oak 
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CQHPARATIVE LONGEVITIES OF UPLAND FOREST TREE SPECIES 
ITASCA.STATE PARK, MINNESOTA 
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Longevity in years 
The age figure indlc•ted for the various species represents an estimate of .the longevity of the oldest 
living specimen observed in s~ling thirty-three upland forest stands. The sample stands were selected 
so as t<>o represent the total range of prevailing ecological conditions. Pre_liminary age data wen? ob-
tained -from increment cores extracted from ten inches •hove the base of the tree. Increment readings 
were adjusted by data derived from seedling growth curves to obtain total age of thP tree . 
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To: 
UNIVERSITY o_:jV!innesota. 
SCHOOL OP FORESTRY • 110 GREEN HALL• ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101 
August 11, 1969 
State Conservation Department, Division of Lands and Forestry: 
John Childs 
Arthur Keenan 
William Berndt 
R. R. Elliott 
Vernon Miller 
State Conservation Department, Division of Parks and Recreation: 
Mi 1 ton Krona 
Waino Kantola 
Joe Ludwig 
Ben Thoma 
State Conservation Department, Division of Game and Fish: 
Vern Gunvalson 
University of Minnesota 
Donald B. Lawrence 
Vilis Kurmisv" 
Maynard Nelson 
William H. Marshall 
Myron Grafstrom 
From: Henry L. Hansen 
Subject: The initiation of vegetational management activities in Itasca St?te Park. 
At the last session of the legislature an appropriation was made to the State Con-
servation Department for the initiation of vegetational management activities in 
Itasca State Park. These are to be oriented to a restoration of the park forest 
to more nearly approximate its pre white man condition particularly with reference 
to bringing about a conversion of sane of the present area of aspen to red pine and 
other conifers and to insure their perpetuation. 
This action by the legislature was taken as the culmination of a long period of re-
search by the School of Forestry designed to acquire the necessary ecological infor-
mation and to reconstruct the fire and logging history as a guide to deteniri.ning 
-----what. management __ needs ·exist.· __ 
ResponsibilitX _for the expenditure of the funds provided lies with the Division of 
Lands and Forestry working in close collaboration with the Division of Parks and 
Recreation. Mr. John Childs of the Division of Lands and Forestry in charge of the 
project. Dr. Vil:i..s Kurmis who is intimately acquainted with the Park forest and its 
ecology has been employed as a consultant to the Conservation Department to advise 
_and to conduct further st~dies of the effects of any treatments initiated. 
The management of Itasca State Park is the direct or indirect responsibility of a 
number of public agencies.·· In addition, '.many individuals ·because of their research 
or other considerations have a keen interest in the Park. Because of this, Mr. 
Childs has asked me, on behalf of the Division of Lands and Forestry, to assemble a 
group which would review the general plans being prepared. We would like to meet at 
\ 
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To: State Conservation Department 
Div. Lands and Forestry 
Div. Parks and Recreation 
Div. Game and Fish 
University of Minnesota 
From: Henry L. Hansen 
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10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, August 20 in Itasca Park. Assuming that arrangements 
can be made through Dr. Marshall, we will meet at the office of the University's 
Forestry and Biological Station. In the event this is not possible, you will be 
notified as to the change of place. 
I hope I have not excluded anyone from this mailing list who should be invited. 
With this in mind I have included extra copies of the notice to several of you 
who are in a position to know who else should be included. Please distribute 
these as you feel appropriate. 
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. PROPOSED ~"PROGRAM 
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FOR THE t'IASc:A ·sTATE._PARK--~sT·- Jtn.Y, 1969 
In October 1968 the Minnesota Resources Commission proposed that 
recom:nendations made in Connection with the School of Forestry research 
report on the ecology and management of the Itasca Park forest be imple-
mented by a plan of action to be funded through t:he Division of Lands and 
Forestry for the State· Conservation Department. Funds for. the 1969-71 
biennium -were made available for th.is purpose by the legislature •. 
. The attached proposed program was prepared by joint consultation of 
the Divisions of Lands and Forestry and Parks ~d Recreation and the School 
of Forestry. The activities· outlined have been described in rather general 
terinS with many. of the details 'left to be dewloped. The timing of some 
·action such. as burning cannot be projected exactly because of obvious de-
pendence on weather, hazards, and other· considerations. 
'lhe general objectives background to this management proposals are the 
restoration to the extent feasible of the conditions prevailing in the park 
before the era of large scale logging. In this connection it is a matter 
_of rather general knowledge which has been fiµ.ly documented by research 
that the present pine stands occupy only a small portion of the original 
pine acreage and that even this reduced pine acreage is not being regen-
erated •. By-contrast, the acreage of aspen has greatly incTeased following 
the early -logging. 
It is. also reco¢~d that the ~stbetic qualities of the park are. a 
major concern to the. hundreds of thousands of people who visit the area 
e~ch year.;· .. While. any steps· taken to .restore. the early vegetation will re-
.Sult in teiDPorary distui-bance ·of· the natural·. appearance of the treated areas, 
these. ·areas will be· selected and treatments t.imed to minimize. such dis tu~ 
ance as much as possible and to consider· aesthetic objectives. 
Treatment Area lA Lake Alice Trail 
A. Treatment objectives 
1. To perpetuate white and red pin~ under and adjacent to the 
scattered old pines in portions of this area before they are 
lost as a .seed source. These pine represent three of the age 
classes present in the park and have been subject to increasing 
blowdown in the.· last. 10-15 years. . · 
. . 
2. · To C:onvert the. predominantly_ a&pen type in much. of this area to · 
a mixture of pine, oak, birch and aspen.· the aSpen is in. the . 
· 80-90 year age 4ass and ·is very· decadent. Hatural regeneratioU · 
of J?ine and other. tree species is prevented by a dense shrub 
caopj .averaging 33,000 stel'IS per acre pf liflich aboUt 77% is 
pazel.. · · 
3. To test and compare on ~ management are~ scale the fe.a8ibility 
and effectiveness of burning, logging, herbicides, seeding, and 
_planting, alone and in coui>ination, ~n _attaining· thes_e objec.tives. 
Six permanent tenth-acre plots :have alreaey ·been located in this ·\ · 
area. and a pre-treatmen"t inventory ha8 been taken of the trees, · 
shrubs, and ground cover. 
-.• :i' 
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B. Proposed treatment schedule 
B. 
1. Spray shrubs (2,4-D + 2,4,5-T mixture) in an area about 50' 
wide along each side of Lake Alice trail using a power sprayer 
along the trail· rather than aerial sp.raying ·to eliminate drift 
to nearby areas. Time: August, 1969 or 1970. 
2. Removal . of all. aspen south of the trail (about 50 . acres). The 
scattered birch, oak,- and red ipaple to be ·left. Slash to be 
lopped and scattered. 
3. Ai-ea s~uth of trail to be burned as soon after the cutting as 
it dries enough to burn. A repeat burn may be necessary to get 
the area in a plantable condition and to .induce natural seeding 
in the area near pine seed sources. 
4. Direct seeding of red pine on a selected portion of the area. 
Spring 1971 or 1972. 
5• Planting of red pine and ~ite spruce. Hand planting will be 
done at the rate of about 600 trees per acre. Spring 1971 or 
1972. 
Treatment Area lB - Lake Alice Trail 
-Treatment objectives · 
Simllar to those tested under area lA except that: logging and burning 
will be excluded from the methodS tested. A .specicil objective in this 
area is the releas_e of scattered existing white pine .rege~eration from 
the suppre8sion. effects of the heavy brush canopy. · 
Proposed treatment schedule 
l. · Sp.ray ·shrubs along L:ikc /;lice Trail as described- in ~rc::i lf_. 
2. Repeat spraying as needed. 
Treatment Area lC - North side of Lake Alice Tra1.l 
A. Treatment objectives 
1. Release of red pine and white spruce seedlings planted in 1957 
. folloiiing an experimental cutting of. aspen. Aspen suckers coming 
in after: the 1956 cut are serioualy suppressing the remaining 
seedlings and have caused considerable mrtality. ·· 
B. Proposed Treatment Schedule 
1. To be sprayed by helicopter in Aug\J8t, 1969, using a 2,4-D and 
2,4;5-T mixture. 
2. 
.., 
.~ ., 
.... 
tff:: \ .. ' ~ . 
. :~:.:~ Treatment Ai-ea 02 .~ North of Squaw Lake Road 
A. ·Treatment objectives 
Conversion of the present aspen-birch-oak stand to a pine-spruce-aspen-
birch-oak stand. !his area has a larger component of birch and oak in 
the present stand than do areas lA and lB. These tend to occur in 
3. 
.clumps and carefully applied treatment can leave existing birch and oak & 
reduce the aspen coq>onent while reintroducing red pine and white. spruce. 
B. Proposed treatment. schedule 
1. Logging· the aspen. Lop and scatter slash. 
2. Spray the brush and aspen sprouting following logging. · 
3. Planting red pine and white spruce. 
Treatment Area 13 - West of Park Drive 
A. Treatment Objectives 
Conversion of the present pure aspen stand to a mixed red pine-white 
sprucecaaspen mixture. This .stand is between 50-60 years old and 
typical of milch of the tipland fiorest west of .the main park drive and 
which was .the last major area to be added. to the park in the 1920's. 
Almost no pine is present. ill .this portion of the park. 
. . . ~ . . 
. . 
. . . 
B. Proposed treatment sC.hedule 
Similar. to that: in area #2. 
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Treatment Area lA - Lake Alice Trail 
Location: Tl43N, R36W, Sec. 1, SE~ 
Size : SO acres 
Cover: Aspen, with scattered old growth \~hi te and reel 
pine, ~aper birch, and oak. 
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Figure 2. Treatment Areas lB and lC - Lake Alice Trail 
Location: Tl43N, R35W, Sec. 6, SW~ 
Size: 7 acres in area lB, 3 acres in lA 
Cover: old growth white, red, and jack pines 
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Figure 3. Treatment Area tl2 - Squaw Lake 
Location: Tl43N, R36W, Sec. 5, E~ 
Size: 40 acres 
Cover: Aspen, plus birch and oak 
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Figure 4. Treatment Area #3 - West Park Drive 
Location: Tl43N, R36W, Sec. 8, NE!-i: 
Size: 18 acres 
Cover: Aspen 
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A Proposal for Research by the 
University of Minnesota School of Forestry 
on Research in Vegetation Management in State 
Parks and Recreation Areas 
It is a matter of common knowledge that the use of national and state 
parks and other outdoor recreational areas is increasing at a rate even 
exceeding our rate of population increase. This increasing use pressure 
makes it urgent that the information needed as a basis for intelligent 
management decisions be acquired to prevent the deterioration or loss of the 
quality of the resource itself. 
In Itasca State Park previous research has documented the need for steps 
to be taken to assure the regeneration and perpetuation of the pine stands 
which constitute one of the most valuable of the natural and recreational 
features of this important park. Because of the wealth of background research 
and management experience available in Itasca Park, it was selected as the 
area in which a model research plan could be developed for the acquisition of 
ecological information needed for management planning in recreational areas. 
During the 1969-1971 biennium this research was partly supported by a 
$35,000 grant made from the Natural Resources Fund for the biennium. A detailed 
report on the progress of this research is appended. In brief the status of 
this investigation is as follows: 
Itasca State Park: Basic ecological studies have been essentially com-
pleted leading to the identification of the need for obtaining 
regeneration of the old stands of red (Norway) and white pines as 
the major and critical management problem pertaining to this park. 
A program of testing 11 different management techniques on a pilot-
scale basis was instituted with the close cooperation of the Conser-
vation Department. These tests relate to the problems of encouraging 
pine regeneration. 
St. Croix State Park: The acquisition of necessary background ecological 
information was initiated during the current legislative biennium 
and is now actively underway. 
Maplewood State Park: A small ecological study of the regeneration of 
basswood, the most important component of the forest of this park 
was initiated and permanent plots established for continued, long 
period observation. Assistance was also given to park and forestry 
personnel in establishing a hardwood forest demonstration area in 
this park. 
Whi·tewater Stati: Park: Several reconnaissance trips have been made to 
this park to explore its suitability as an area for future research 
in forest types and recreational use patterns different from thane 
already studied. 
.. -::-;~~~~~. 
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Itasca State Park: In order to assess the value of the 11 treatments 
already instituted, it will be necessary to continue the observations and data 
taking for several years and to summarize and evaluate the responses 
analytically. In addition, there are several areas which will require further 
study. For example, the recent ban on the use of 2,4,5-T, the most effective 
brush controlling silvicide available, has made it necessary to consider other 
means of controlling competition to tree seedlings from brush than were 
originally planned. 
An important aspect of any future study in this park should be the 
refinement of the use-zones plan now in initial stages of develcprnent. 
St. Croix State Park: Ecological studies will be largely completed in 
1971. The research data will then be analyzed and the management-treatment 
testing phase of the research should be initiated focusing on the problems 
as identified by the background research. A unique aspect of the management 
treatments which should be tested here is the need for developing ways by which 
a substantial number of deer can be supported in the park with protection of 
the young pine seedlings from overbrowsing. 
Because of the research experience acquired in Itasca State Park, it 
will be possible to reduce the time needed to initiate management tests and 
relate the study to the development of a use-zone plan for this park. It is 
visualized that if research is funded through the 1971-73 biennium a managa~ent 
plan can be developed in that period. 
Maplewood State Park: The study of basswood regeneration should be con-
tinued and an ecological inventory should be taken of the vegetational in 
this park. 
Whitewater State Park: Because this park is representative of the 
vegetation and use patterns prevailing over many of the southeastern Minnesota 
parks and the Memorial Hqrdwood Forest, it is hoped that research can be ex-
panded into this area. The major objective of this research would be to learn 
how to protect and perpetuate the excellent recreational and natural resources 
in this part of Minnesota. 
Summary of Support Requested for the 1971-73 Biennium 
The research s~ff of the School of Forestry would propose to continue 
its close cooperation with the Conservation Department in the conduct of 
research and its extension into new areas and subjects of special needs as 
have been outlined. 
General plan and neces: 
l. Terminate the ecological studies in Itasca Park and prepare for th::". 
Conservation Department a summary of all pertinent data together wi.c!:. 
recommendations for managing the forests stands. 
--~------------------------------------------------------
... 
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2. Work with the Conservation Department in testing on a pilot scale 
various forest treatments designed to re-establish pine in the park 
and keep such research records as are needed. 
3. Complete the ecological studies including a vegetation type map and a 
soils study in St. Croix State Park. 
4. Initiate together with state park and forestry staff a number of 
tests of fencing to prevent deer damage to pine seedlings in both 
Itasca and St. Croix parks. 
5. Initiate studies of the use of large tree transplanters for moving 
sapling pine to improve the aesthetics of the park and to move shade 
trees to denuded camping and picnicking areas. 
6. Expand ecological studies into Whitewater or other state parks where 
ecological and visitor use patterns are different from t.~ose already 
studied. 
Funds needed: 
Research leader (Dr. H. L. Hansen) 
Four half-time graduate research assistants 
Lab and computer charges 
Transportation and expenses 
Total 
Biennium 1971-73 
none 
29,600 
2,000 
5,000 
$36,600 
It is reco~.mended that the State Division of Forestry be given continued 
support ($25,000 for the biennium) to carry out pilot scale tests of pine 
regeneration treatments working closely with the School of Forestry and its 
research program. 
It is also recoIIL~ended that the State Division of Parks and Recreation 
be allotted a special item of $20,000 for the biennium to purchase such equip-
ment and material as is necessary to carry on tests of fencing against deer 
and special techniques of transplanting of tree saplings also working closely 
with the School of For·~stry in the conduct of its r2search . 
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A Proposal for Research on the E~ology and !-Innar.ement 
of Parks and Recreational Areas 
. llenry L. Hansen, Professor 
College of Fores try ' 
University of HinnC>.sota 
/ 
Thi:J is a proposal to continue the research currently being supported 
by the Natural Resources Fund. The details of this .proposal as well a·s a 
rcv<>rt of progress ,during the current biennium have been made and dis.trib-
Utrc!d to members of the i"linnesota Resource's Cnmr:lission by Vice President 
Wcnb.arg's office • 
Tile bqckground of· need for the research propos.ed lf.es in the greatly, 
iucreased dema'nd for recreational areas and facilities and the public's 
growing concern for quality iu environment and for the protection of the 
natural resources involved • 
'! 
. Witii ·the passage of tiille there will of n~cessity be a change in em-
pilasis by public agencies; state mid federal•: from Ian:<.'. acquisition per se ..... 
to .the more intensive management of lands already acquired for recreational 
U3e. 'fl1is project attempts to anticipate the problama that will need to be 
solved an<l to develop and initiate management solutions. 
Tile research has 4 n:ain aspects as follo'ws: 
l.· ·Acquisition of a data base through research on the 
' ' history and ecology of the area. 
2. An inventory of present conditions and situations. 
3. Identification of problens related to the pro- . 
tcction of the environLJantal values and the 
natural resources involved. 
4. Tne development of management solutions to these 
problet:l.9. 
In our researci1 we started u.~ing It.asca Park as n model becaunc wa have 
had a. long history of research and interest in t~1i.s fine area. \.Je have had 
the satisfactiou of carrying the research to its conclusion. naIJcly ·the. 
testing of tnllDagel!>ent solutious. We have visualized our role ru; that of 
- ..... =_· 
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bridging the gap uetween tho basic research pr?ccss and· the ~nager;ient functiotl 
on areas n<lministered by the Department of !fatural Resources. In this we have 
enjoyed th~ close cooperation of both the Uivision of Parks and Recreation and 
·the Division of Lands and Forestry. 
In brief, the status of the research under this project is as foll<Y>/92 
1. In Itasca Park the ·basic studies are essentially complete. 
On the bas.is of the data accumulated certain major problems 
have been identified especially relating to the need for 
perpetuating ~he pine stands which a~e disappearing fr01n the 
park. A number of traatoents are being tested for regener~ 
-. 
.. ·:. 
··: .. · 
ating pine. .These are being tried on a pilot scale by the 
Division of Laml.q and. Forestry cooperating with the Division 
of Parks and Recrcat·i~nper~onnel 'with. the College of. Forestry 
aiding !u maintaining records ~d evaluating the results • 
• ... 
. This activity· is being conducted at. the suggestion of the 
. . . 
Hinncsota Resources Commfosion in 1969 and is supported by 
a $25,000 item allocated· to the Divi.sion of Lands an~ Forestry· 
' . . 
for the current biennium. Ha urge t'he continued support of 
this action program into the coming biennium. 
2. In St.- Croix State. ?ark a sir.d.lar project was initiated to 
study a tliffereut set of vegetation and recreational use 
patterns. We feel the necessary backgrou.1.d of re.search data 
can be obtained du.ring the projected- biencium and that tests 
of manageoent·recorarr.endations can then be.initiated aa in· 
· It3Sca Park. 
·3. ' :U1 Uaplcwood Park near the prairie in the Peli.can Rapids area 
a small project was initiated to study the regeneration of 
basswood cind other species in that area.. We are also assisting 
the Division of Parks and Recreation. and the Divi.sion of Lands 
and Forestry in setting.up a demonstration forestry area for 
use by park visitors nnd local groups ·as a field laboratory 
for educational purposes. 
4. We wduld like to extend our research to another area such as 
Whitewater Park.where the vegetation of the area 19 either broad-
leaf forest or prairie and where visitor use patterns differ from 
those in ti1e northern parks• 
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School of lorestth'J, tfa1:nmtty of Hi!Ul3sota 
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Progress Report on Activities during 1969-70 in Itasca State Park under 
the Project "The Ecology and Management of Forest Recreational i\reas" 
School of Forestry, University of Minnesota· 
December 1, 1970 
This project is supported by a fund of $25,000 allocateJ to the 
Millnesuta State Conservation Department for the 1969-71 bienniur:i to test 
vari.duS methods for perpetuating pine stands in Itasca St;:ite Park. TI1e 
Schaul of Forestry cooperates and assists with this project under the 
terms of a Memora11dum of Agreement of July 7, 1969. 
Tile following is a brief report 9f the accomplishments during 1969-71 
lis ced by tlie various treatment areas. These areas are numbered and located 
0!1 the attached map. 
Lake Alice Trail treatment area (1). 
·n1e eastern portion of this area (34 acres) was planteJ with 21,000 
t'o ruaJ' pine 3: 0 and 2, 800- white spruce 3: 0 seedlings in M3::, 19 70 after 
cutti:1g tl1e aspen in the winter of 1969-70 and mechanically rolling the 
area in March, 1970. A deer exclosure of about 2 acres ;;as fenced to 
determine the effect of deer browsing on planted seedlings and other veg-
etation·. Permanent plots we re established to compare seedling survival, 
shrub resprouting, and aspen suckering. 
TI1e western portion of this area (26 acres) with scattered old NoNay 
and whit~ pine will be burned ·after cutting the :lspen· as soon as favorable 
weathe·r conditions will permit to. test the possibility of getting natural 
pine regeneration. 
Aspen conversion areas east of Hwy. 200 (2A) and Hwy. 71 (2B). 
The area east of Hwy. 200 (about 6 acres) was planted with 4,000 Norway 
pine 3:0 and 1,000 white spruce 3:0 seedlings. The area east of Hwy. 71 was 
planted with 4,000 Norway pine 3:0 and 700 white spruce 3:0 seedlings. Site 
preparation had been made by cutting the aspen in 1968-69, by herbicide treat-
ment in August 1969, and by mechanical rolling in October 1969. Twenty per-
manent plots in each area ~ere established· to assess seedling survival and 
t1ardwood recovery. 
Two Spot Trail burn area (3). 
An old growth jack pine stand with some Norway and white pines and with 
a pqrtion of adjacent aspen-birch forest (about 30 acres) was selected for 
buni'tng.· Fire lines were made around the area and pre-burn vegetation data 
collected in July, 1970. Three unsuccessful attempts at prescribed burning 
were made in the summer of 1970. The area will be burned in 1971 as weather 
conditions permit. 
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Tiie 1956 aspen conversion area (4). 
An as[1 en stand of about 2 acres (north of Lake Alice Trail) which had 
beeu cut in 1956 and planted to Norway pine, jack pine, zmd wr:ite spruce in 
the spring of 1957, was given an herbicide treatment in i\ugust 1969 to re-
lease UH!. suppressed conifer seedlings from the dense overstory of aspen 
suckers. This treatment resulted in only a partial kill of the aspen. 
i·:r:leasc:: of conifers was completed by cutting the remaining aspen suckers 
in July, 1970. 
Tile 194h park entrance Norway pine plantation (S). 
TI:is plantation l1a<l been established in 1946 following a small fire 
east of tl1e main park entrance. Suppressed and crowdeJ Norway pines were 
rl!lt'.iiSed by cutting overtopping aspen and some badly leaning Non:ay pine 
in J un e , 19 7 0 . 
Uld CCC pine-spruce plantation (6). 
At the suggestion of the Park Naturalist this plantatilln (1937-40) was 
delineated as one in which the results of various forest stand treatments 
could be observed by park visitors and compared with untreated conditions. 
Suppressed Norway pines were released by removing over topping aspe~ in part 
of the plantation in JW1e, 1970. Pure Norway pine and a mixture of Norway 
pi1ie and white spruce stands (about one acre each) were selected and de-
lineated October, 1970 and thinning, pruning, and cle.:ming activities com-
pleted in November. A foot trail is planned to guide park visitors through 
treated and Wltreated portions of the plantation as well as the adjacent 
forest. 
Squaw Lake aspen conversion area (7). · 
Treatments in this area have been delayed because the poor pulpwood 
.market situation precluded the disposition of any tree8 cut in the area. 
Controlled burning sites. 
Exploration was conducted in the summer of 1970 to locate potential 
ourn areas in the park. This was <lone in_ consultation with Itasca Park 
and Division of Lands and Forestry personnel and considering a number of 
suggestions made by others strongly interested in the use of fire as a 
management tool in the park. Accessibility of ·the areas and establishment 
of firebreaks are factors being considered as well as the nature of the 
forest vegetation itself. 
Itasca Park use zonation plan. 
As a r.esult of tl1e research conducted in Itasca Park it is apparent 
that there are various ecological conditions as well as several levels of 
ust:! intensity which are prevalent and proper in different parts of the park. 
In addition, because of ti1e multiple uses being made of the park (camping, 
hiking, nature interpretation, picnicking, etc.) it is necessary to recog-
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,\cl·.liniingly, a map was prepared delineati.ng four L~v1.•Ls of use intensity 
.tllL: J;::L ii:~aling such usc:-zones within the park. Tht:S•'. !."h:ls ·~·ere described 
:mJ r·.:Latcd t:J th~' kinds of management activities c:onsid,'.rl'.d ;1pproori;!te. 
l·l,i.;:; ;·1i.;_i:1 w;is furtner discussed with t.he Natural anli '-i··i.c::tif.ic Area Advisory 
1·:.i::ur.i. t: t.t-.2 <111d a 1-:10 f;:•. t:e tailed plan was developed and n·co1:I.1l'.:1J.:.ci to tlit: 
Ll\,:isiu:1 of P.:.irks :-iti-.l Rt:!creation for their consi<lerat.i.on. 
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Progress Report on Activities during 1971-72 in Itasca and St. Croix 
State Parks under the Project "The Ecology and Managemen_t 
of Forest Recreational Areas" 
Dr. Henry L. Hansen, Project Leader 
Dr. Vilis Kurmis, Field Supervisor 
College of Forestry, University of Minnesota 
June 8, 1972 
This project is supported in part by a fund of $25,000 allocated to the 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and administered by the Division 
of Lands and Forestry in cooperation with the Division of Parks and Recreation. 
The College of Forestry cooperates and assists primarily by conducting research 
on the problems involved, by recorrnnending vegetational management ·procedures, 
and by maintaining detailed records that will help evaluate the results of 
the vegetational treatments being iested. A fund of $5,400 is made available 
annually to the College of Forestry from the $25,000 to help support this act-
ivity. The conduct of the work at Itasca Park including tree planting, seed-
ing, burning, logging, spraying, and oth~r related treatments are done under 
the supervision of Mr. Vernon Miller, District Forester under the Bemidji Area 
office, coordinating with Mr. Waino Kantola, Itasca Park Manager~ Activity at 
St. Croix State Park up to the present has cons~sted entirely of research by 
the College of Forestry with the cooperation of Mr. Norman Reitan, Park Manager. 
During the coming year management related activities will be undertaken which 
will also involve appropriate personnel of the Division of Lands and Forestry. 
An extension of the Memorandum of Agreement originally made July 1, 1969, 
has been consumated providing for a continuation of this cooperative arrange-
m~nt until July 1, 1973. 
The College of Forestry considers this project to be a~ excellent example 
of how basic ecological research information can be translated into an active 
management program. We value this working arrangement with the Department of 
Natural Resources and the Divisions of Lands and Forestry and Parks and Recrea-
tion and look forward to its continuation. 
Itasca State Park 
Following is a brief report of the accomplishments during 1971 and the 
first part of 1972 listed by the various areas. The initiaLwork in seveial of 
these areas was covered in the progress report of·December 1, 1970. These areas 
are numbered as in the previous report and, with· the additional treatment areas, 
are shown on the attached map. 
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Lagoon area (referred to as Lake Alice Trail area in previous ~eports) (1) 
The eastern portion of this area (34 acres) w~s planted with Norway pine 
and white spruce in May 1970. Aspen had previously been cut from the area in 
the winter of 1969-70. In this area Norway pine seedlings suffered heavily 
frL'm the exceptionally dry sununer in 1970, extensive deer browse, and aspen 
suckerLng. Survival counts and estimates on deer damage to pine seedlings were 
made in April 1971 and May 1972, and the competing vegetation such as hardwood 
reproduction, shrubs, and herbs were evaluated on permanently established plots 
i.n July 1971. Aspen suckers were sprayed with 2, 4-D in August 1971. About 1000 
white spruce . ;eedlings were planted in the area by forestry students in Septem-
ber 1971. In ~lay 1972, an additional 22,000 Norway pine, 8,000 jack pine, and 
1,000 white spruce seedlings were planted in the area to fill in where seedlings 
had died ·:Jr were browsed. The planting stock. was obtained from 'the Badoura 
Nursery using seed collected from local Itasca Park sources. 
The western portion of this area (26 acres) with scattered old Norway and 
white pine was burned on May 17, 1972 after cutting the aspen tn 1970-71. Seed-
ing of Norway pine (7 lbs.) and jack pine (3 lbs.) is planned in· the burned 
area to supplement natural seeding from the old growth pines. 
Aspen conversion areas east of Hwy. 200 (2A) and Hwy. 71 (2B). 
These areas (each 6 acres in size) were planted with Norway pine and white 
spruce on May 1970 after cutting the aspen in 1968-69 and preparing site by 
herbicide treatment and mechanical rolling to reduce aspen s~ckering. Survival 
counts of planted seedlings in April 1971 and May 1972 indicated that drought 
and deer damage was less in these areas, especi:i ily in the area east of HY{)'. 71 
which is farther away from conifer cover used by deer in the winter, than in the 
Lake Alice treatment area. Competing hardwood, shrub and herb ·growth was also 
evaluated on permanently established plots in July 1971. An additional 3,000 
and 1,000 Norway pine seedlings were planted in areas east of Hwy. 200 and Hwy. 
71 in May 1972, respectively. 
Two Spot Trail burn area (3). 
An old growth jack pine stand with some Norway and white pines and with a 
portion of adjacent aspen-birch forest (about 30 acres) was burned in May 1971. 
Preburn vegetative conditions had been r~corded in plots established in 1970. 
The data collected in the burn area in July 1971 shows the elimination of shrub 
aerial stems, however, resprouting is vigorous. Jack pine reproduction was not 
initiated in appreciable numbers. Repeated burning is planned for 1973. The 
primary objective on this area is to test the possibilities for reestablishing 
pine stands by using repeated burns and supplementing natural seeding by ::>ow.i.ng. 
pine seeds collected from local sources. 
The 1956 aspen conv~rsion area (4). 
An aspen stand of about 2 acres in size was clearcut in 1956 and planted to 
Norway pine, jack pine, and white spruce in the spring of 1957. The planted 
conifers were released from aspen competition in 1969-70. Measurements on Nor-
way pine and white spruce response to the removal of aspen suckers will be car-
ried out in late summer 1972 and 1973. Detailed records have been kept of the 
.... ... '\ 
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/.~~~~ (, .. ·;.:~·: treatments and vegetational changes on this area for the 16-year period involved. 
This test area has demonstrated th~t it is possible to restore the early pine 
stands in the park. 
The 1.946 park entrance Norway pine plantation (5). 
\.:Ork is completed in this area and is additional proof that pine stands 
can be re-established in Itasca Park given proper cultural treatment. 
Old CCC pine-spruce plantation (6). 
The work in establishing a forestry demonstration area for park visitors was 
completed in 1971. This was done at the request of Mr. Ben Thoma, Park Natural-
ist. The planned foot trail was established with stations at different parts of 
the treated and untreated portions of the plantation. Written explanations were 
provided to the visitors for each station. A complete report on this demonstra-
tion area project was prepared by Dr. Vilis Kurmis and copies submitted to Park 
Naturalist, Ben Thoma, District Forester, Vernon Miller, and Park Manager, Waino 
Kontola. 
Squaw Lake aspen conversion area I (7). 
The area east of Squaw Lake (15 acres) was planted with 15.,000 Norway pine, 
2,000 jack pine, and 1,000 white spruce seedlings in May 1972 a·fter cutting the 
aspen in the winter of 1971- 72 and mechanically rolling the area in February 
a:-"Tu 1972. ·.Patches of paper ·birch- arid ·oak in ·the northern portiOn ·df·· the area were 
,i/J/J left uncut to provide variety· in the fut~re stand composition ·f~r aesthetic pur-
poses. 
The notthern portion (2 acres) of an adjacent aspen cutting area (1967-68) 
was planted with 2,000 Norway pine and 1,000 jack pine seedlings in Nay 1972 
after spraying the aspen suckers and shrubs in August 1970. The southern por-
.tion of this area (6 acres in total) was used for experimental purposes in the 
past years. 
Squaw Lake aspen conversion area II (8). 
An area (about 40 acres) between the above mentioned 15-acre treatment area 
and Squaw Lake is being prepared for conversion to pine. The aspen overstory 
will be removed and the slash allowed to dry to ·provide a hot en9ugh fire to 
help kill resulting aspen suckers. Repeated burn, if needed, is planned in this 
area preceding pine planting. 
Old Bemidji Road jack pine area (9). 
"i 
The area west of Hwy. 200 (3 acres) was planted with 2, 000 Norway pine in 
May 1971 after cutting the old growth jack pine in February '1971, mechanically 
rolling and burning the slash in March and April 1971. In May 1972, the plan-
tation was filled in with an additional 500 Norway pine and 500 jack pine seed-
lings. This plantatio,n may serve as the source of Norway pine transplants in 
later years for transplanting large stock using the Vermeer or·: other tree mov-
ers. 
f'.~7:.:) 
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Aspen survey in Itasca Park. 
Thi.s survey was made to determine the range of site vad.at:ion on which aspen 
is present in this area, its association with other speciesL ~~~ range, reprod-
uction conditions, and successional stages. This type of d~ta will help to clas-
sify aspen sites and give better understanding about their ecological relation-
ships and possibilities for conversion to pine with the least interference to 
natural conditions. Results of this survey will be presented in an aspen sym-
posium to be held in Duluth in August i972. 
·Controlled burning sites. 
An area west of Squaw Lake (about 200 acres) consisting o.f jack pine and 
aspen types is considered and has been given a reconnaissance survey for burn-
ing. Partial cutting of jack pine and aspen is planned to increase the fuel on 
the ground. This burn will be coupled with a basic study of nutrient movements 
in litter and surface mineral soil layers of forest ecosystems and the influence 
on eutrophication. of adjacent lakes and ponds. 
-
St. Croix State Park 
Basic studies of the ecology of this park were initiated. by a reconnais-
sance survey of the forest stands in 1967. Subsequently permanent plots were 
established on 31 selected forest stands characterizing the range of ecological 
conditions within the park~ ,·Intensive studies were made of the. vegetation and 
soils in these forest stands. 
Tree plantings made in the park in the spring of 1968 have 'been examined 
annually by Mr. Fedkenheuer of the College of Forestry to e~aluate mortality 
and deer browse effects. 
Because of the importance of the deer herd as a park attraction and the 
·relationship to pine regeneration of excessive deer browsing, a study of the 
use of various forest ·stands in winter conditions was made in 1970. Further 
data were collected in 1972. The results of the 1970 study and an evaluation 
of their significance to the management of the park vegetation ~s contained in 
Minnesota'.Forestry Research Notes No. 223. 
During 1971 a reconnaissance of several areas was made .• ~~ d.etermine their 
suitability for testing the use of burning to prepare sites· for ·restoring Nor-
way pine stands to the park. ·Two areas were selected and p:);o't::i:; were establish-
ed on which the present vegetative conditions have been documented. Arrangements 
will be made with forestry and park personnel for burning these areas during the 
corning year. 
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The following publications have been prepared in connection with research 
conducted in Itasca and St. Croix State Parks by the College of Forestry support-
ed in part by funds from the Minnesota Resources Commission: · 
Fedkenheuer, A. W. and H. L. Hansen. 1971. _Winter Cover Type Use by White-
tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) in St. Croix State Park, Minnesota. 
Minnesota Forestry Research Notes No. 223. 4 pp. 
Frissell, Sidney S., Jr. 1968. A Fire Chronology for Itasca State Park, Minn-
esota. Minnesota Forestry Research Notes No. 196. 2 pp • 
Hansen, H. L. 
al Areas. 
. 1967. , Ecological and Silvicultural Research on Forest Recreation- -
Minnesota Science 23(3):42-43. 
Hansen, H. L. 1969. Our Parks in Profile and Ecology as our Management Guide. 
Conservation Volunteer. pp. 36-45. 
Hansen, H. L. and A. C. Hodson. 1968. Tree Suppression and Prediction of Mor-
tality in an Aspen Stand in Itasca State Park. Minnesota Forestry Research 
Notes No. 198. 4 pp. 
Hansen, H. L. and V. Kurmis. 1972. Natural Succession of Aspen.Stands in North-
central Minnesota. · Aspen Symposium in. Duluth (1972). U.S. D. A. - For. Serv._,. 
North ·central :.F9~/; Exp. Sta. :_(In press). - ".· : · 
. ·. ··~~"· >:S~')~ri;;_~ .. ··.:·:~'·_>,_.,£; .. - . - · . _ -:~:;:~ .. ·, --- :; .. ,,<~·> .. ·· ~, -·-· __ . 
~~ Klukas, R.".,W. ··and D'{!)1!'jD~can.· '~~1_967. i·.Vegetational '"preferenc~Ef~:.·amorig~.Itasca :,,: 
~ti'7 Park Visitors: .. ::,;.Jou.~aLof ·Forestry'. -. pp. 18·-}l. i". · ·~ · ·: · -" .. _c :;_' . > · '- --
Kurmis,' V., -·A~. ~~·ed{~~~;~~~>~M ... "~~~f~~~o~"and R; A'.· Hesse.'_'. 197~~- :--~;~;'·R~produc-::>{. 
tion a~d Shrubs ·in :Relation·' to :sta~d and Site Conditions in :st~' Croix 'State - '. 
·Park, Minnesota>/:Minne'sota· Fcires.tcy Research Notes No. 211~ ·: ·4 pp; <" · ... _ 
. :; 
· Kurmls, · V .' and Ii. · L. ~Hcinsen; ~ 1969." Occtirrence and. Distribution of· Pine Rep rod-<.-~·· . 
uction in .Itasca State ~arkj Minnesota. Minnesota Forestry Research Notes 
No· .•. 210. :.' 4 PP•:-~ -~ 
Kurmis, V. and H. L. Hansen~ ... 1969. Reproduction Characteristics of Upland .. 
Fo-rest Communities in Itasca State Park, Minnesota. Minnesota Forestry 
Research Notes No" 209.::,. 4 'pp~ -. 
• j,. 
,Kurmis,.V., n.:o~ Ness a'nCi H~· t~>Hansen. 
in Relation to ·Edaphic · coD:Ci1 tions in 
esota Forestry Notes No} 216~. 4 pp'. 
- -
·.'" . 
1970. Characteristics ~f, :Forest Stands 
St. Croix State Park, Minnesota~ : Minn-
Kurmis, v. and H. L. Hansen.':.' 1972. ·Pine Reproduction in Itasca State Park, Min-. 
nesota: ··An Analysis in~-Moisture-Nutrient Coordinates. J. Minnesota Acad. 
Sd. ·" (In .. _.pressh·· ,~ :·.\'":!· - - · • - ·-
'Patton, J ~ E., ... ~.- L.··· ~~ns:n ·-~-r-:{"·~. Merriam, Jr. ·~~68. Visitor Reactiori~;Ht~t,Tf~~::'._:: 
Vista Clearings in ItascaYState Park~· Minnesota.. Minnesota Fores.try Resear-ch · --
" -·-.Notes' No;·:-.197.·_·:4~·PP• ·,~.:;iL.:>: · - ' . · - '.-~~'.>.;~~::=: 
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West, P. C., L. C. Merriam, Jr. and H. L. Hansen. 1968. An ~xploratory Study 
.:.._. 
of Selected Attitudes and Perceptions of Itasca State Park Users. Minnesota 
Forestry Research Notes No. 188. 4 pp. 
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The Ecology and Management of State 
Parks and Recreational Areas ±./ 
A Report on the Progress of Research Conducted by the 
University of Minnesota School of Forestry Cooperatively 
with the Minnesota State Conservation Department 1969-71. 
Studies under this project are underway in Itasca, St. Croix, and Maple-
wood State Parks and have been made possible through state funds from the 
Natural Resources Act~-
Results of the ecological studies in Itasca Park indicate that the highly 
prized old growth red (Norway) pine stands that are lost through blowdown and 
other factors related to their great age are not being replaced by young pine. 
As a result of these studies the School of Forestry is cooperating with the 
Conservation Department in the pilot scale testing of various management tech-
niques to regenerate these pine stands~-
Itasca State Park 
During the previous (1967-69) biennium research on the basic ecology of 
the forests in this park demonstrated clearly that: 
(1) The pre-settlement forests of this area had considerably 
more white pine and red pine than is now present. 
(2) There is an almost complete absence of young pine in the 
park to replace the old pine stands which are being lost 
by old age and windthrow. 
(3) The failure of pine to regenerate is related to natural 
ecological succession from pine to hardwood species in the 
absence of fire or other major disturbance, to the heavy 
browsing by deer particularly before the park was opened to 
hunting in 1945, and to the suppression of pine seedlings by 
the dense brush canopies now present in these forest stands. 
(4) Former pine stands have been replaced in large measure by 
aspen, a species with relatively low aesthetic appeal and one 
which dominates several millions of acres elsewhere in Minnesota. 
(5) Based on the trends of ecological succession of most of the 
upland forest stands in the park, the present old growth pine 
stands will not be replaced by young pine when they die and 
much of the present aspen acreage is dying. 
!.f Prepared by Dr. H. L. Hansen, Research Project Leader, School of Forestry, 
Univ. of Minn., St. Paul. 
y An appropriation of $35,000 was made by the 1969 State Legislature to the 
School of Forestry for the biennium to conduct this research. Because of 
the long term character of the project, its completion is dependent on 
continued state support. 
The 1969 State Legislature appropriated $25,000 for the biennium to the 
Conservation Department for these management tests. The School of Forestry 
is assisting in the research and record keeping aspects of this project. 
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1;~;;~) Because of the above, it is felt that the major vegetational management 
problem centers on the coversion of some of the present aspen acreage back 
to its pre-settlement pine composition. Accordingly, pilot scale testing of 
a number of stand conversion methods was begun under this project as follows: 
1. Clearcutting the aspen overstory trees, mechanically rolling the 
area to reduce the slash, followed by hand planting about 500 
trees per acre of white spruce and red pine. 
2. Precutting, rolling, and planting as in (1) followed by controlling 
competition from aspen suckers and brush arising after planting by 
spraying with herbicides. 
3. Planting white spruce and red pine under the shade of existing aspen 
overstory. 
4. Seeding in prepared seed spots using white spruce and red pine seed 
under aspen overstory trees. 
5. Burning under controlled conditions areas within natural seeding 
distance of old pine trees. 
6. Seeding of burned areas using red pine and white pine seed. 
7. Logging aspen followed by controlled burning to reduce the slash and 
to pr~pare a seedbed for the seeding of white spruce and red pine. 
8. Spraying brush with herbicides prior to logging the overstory trees 
and planting with white spruce and red pine. 
9. Treatment (8) followed by a second spraying to reduce competition 
from aspen suckers and brush several years after the tree planting. 
10. The use of electric shock fencing on several of the above treatment 
areas to minimize deer browsing of the tree seedlings. 
11. The use of conventional fencing to minimize deer browsing. 
Of the above listed treatments (1), (2), (3), (4), (8), and (9) have 
been initiated. In addition, (5), (6), (7), (10), and (11) are expected to 
be initiated during the current year (1970). The use of prescribed burning 
is contingent upon favorable weather conditions. Areas have been selected, 
firebreaks established, and pre-burning vegetation inventories have been 
made so that burning can proceed as conditions permit. 
In order to carry out the 11 kinds of vegetational management procedures, 
7 separate areas have been selected varying in size from about 5 to 50 acres. 
Most of the planting, spraying, logging, and other mechanical treatment 
has been done under the direct supervision of Mr. Vernon Miller of the State 
Division of Lands and Forestry at Itasca Park and with the cooperation of Mr. 
Waino Kantola of the State Division of Parks and Recreation at Itasca Park. 
The prescribed burns will also be made under this arrangement. The Division 
of Lands and Forestry was funded by the 1969 legislature upon recommendation 
of the Minnesota Resources Commission to cooperate in carrying out these tests. 
~"~ ... ("· ·--~-; 
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During the biennium discussions of the nature, progress, and results of 
the studies have been held with Conservation Department staff and University 
researchers and with the advisory committee on Natural and Scientific Areas. 
In addition, some of the research findings have been reported to the Minnesota 
Council on State Parks and to the Minnesota Academy of Science. An official 
report of earlier findings was made to the Minnesota Resources Commission in 
October, 1968. 
One of the results of this research has been the development of a tenta-
tive plan of use zoning for Itasca Park prepared in discussions with Conser-
vation Department staff. This plan defines and delineates four zones in which 
differing levels of use intensity are permitted and appropriate management 
activities related to them. These patterns of zonation are currently being 
considered for more detailed definition. 
St. Croix State Park 
Research in this park was initiated later than in Itasca Park, and the 
primary emphasis is still on acquiring the basic ecological information to-
gether with some visitor use data upon which management recommendations can 
be made later. St. Croix Park was selected because it is a major state park 
in which both the vegetation and the visitor use patterns differ from those 
in Itasca Park. 
Because St. Croix Park does not have either a vegetation or a soils map, 
both of which are needed as a basis for ecological studies, considerable time 
has been spent on acquiring vegetation and soil information. These studies 
are still underway. To date, information has been obtained on these features 
from an examination of 130 forest stands representative of the total range of 
conditions in the park. 
Because deer are both an important recreational resource and a threat to 
young pine on which they browse in the winter, a study was made of where deer 
concentrate when snow covers the ground. Two airplane surveys and several 
road and trail surveys by truck and snowmobile were made in March and April 
of 1970. These surveys revealed that the deer concentrated almost exclusively 
in coniferous stands and in those portions of the park where such stands occur. 
In 1968 trial plantings were made by park and forest personnel in an 
attempt to improve the aesthetics of the entrance area in the park. The success 
of the plantings has been assessed by the research crew, and it is obvious 
that they have been almost decimated by deer browsing. 
Information collected in the study of the vegetation in the park led to 
the establishment in 1969 of the first "Natural Area" to be created under the 
provisions of the legislative authorization of a state natural area system in 
1969. 
During the summer of 1969 a study of visitor use of this park was conducted. 
This provided data on the visitors using the park, where they came from, what 
they were interested in doing, how long they stayed, what parts- of the park 
they used, and much other information needed for management decisions and 
planning. These data are now being summarized and will be reviewed with staff 
of the State Department of Parks and Recreation. 
' I' 
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Maplewood State Park 
This park is located in the transitional zone between the forest and the 
prairie and is of special ecological interest. It contains some well pre-
served stands of northern hardwood forest with sugar maples, basswood, oaks, 
and ironwood in close proximity to prairie vegetation. It has a different 
pattern of use from Itasca Park. 
Because basswood is an important constituent of the forest of this area 
and because little is known of its juvenile life stages, and of factors 
affecting its regeneration, a set of permanent plots was established on which 
annual records are being kept of the germination and development of tree 
seedlings under a variety of conditions. This is being done together with the 
State Division of Lands and Forestry, Park Rapids Supervisor's Office. 
The School of Forestry assisted the Division of Lands and Forestry and 
the Division of Parks and Recreation in setting aside of a tract of 40 acres 
within the park as a hardwood demonstration area and helped plan a series of 
appropriate treatments which could be used to demonstrate how such stands 
could best be managed on private farm lands in this area. 
Whitewater State Park 
~~. A reconnaissance survey was made of this park in Winona County anticipating 
t1}i:? that more detailed studies could be initiated during the coming biennium 
(1971-73). The Whitewater Park forest is representative of the forest that 
occurs on much of southeastern Minnesota where several other parks and the 
Memorial Hardwood Forest occur. 'Any ecological and management information 
obtained from research in this park can have wide application to these other 
areas. It is hoped that research funds can be made available for this purpose 
for the 1971-73 biennium. 
(+:l Recent Project Publications 
· .. :.:. 
Frissell, Sidney S., Jr. A Fire Chronology for Itasca State Park, Minnesota. 
Minnesota Forestry Research Notes No. 196. 2 pp. October 1968. 
Hansen, H. L. Ecological and Silvicultural Research on Forest Recreational 
Areas. Minnesota Science 23(3) :42-43. April 1967. 
Hansen, H. L. Ecological Implications of the Management of Itasca State Park 
to Meet Recreational Objectives. Forestry Research Progress in 1967. 
Mc-Intire-Stennis Cooperative Forestry Research Program, C~operative 
Research Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. pp. 63-65. April 1968. 
Hansen, H. L. Our Parks in Profile and Ecology as our Management Guide. 
Conservation Volunteer. pp. 36-45. May-June 1969. 
Hansen, H. L. and A. C. Hodson. Tree Suppression and Prediction of Mortality 
in an Aspen Stand in Itasca State Park. Minnesota Forestry Research 
Notes No. 198. 4 pp. October 1968. 
Klukas, R. w. and D. P. Duncan. Vegetational Preferences among Itasca Park 
Visitors. Journal of Forestry. pp. 18-21. January 1967. 
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A Proposal for an Experimental Burn 
in Itasca State Park 
Beginning with the research of Mr. Clifford Ahlgren in early 1950's 
at the Quetico-Superior Wilderness Research Center increasing interest 
has been given to the use of controlled or prescribed burning to attain 
various forest management objectives. Since that time a considerable 
amount of research and experience derived information has accumulated deal-
ing with the techniques of conducting such fires, the conditions necessary 
for successful burning, and the effects of fire ecologically. However, 
much remains to. be learned about the effects of fire on specific forest 
stands, on the nutrient cycling in forest ecosystems, and on the general 
effects on watersheds and lake eutrophication processes. 
At the recommendation of the Minnesota Resources Commission the De-
partment of Natural Resources has been allocated funds for the perpetua-
tion of pine and for the restoration of forest conditions of pre white-
man times in Itasca Park. The College of Forestry has been commissioned 
to cooperate with the Department of Natural Resources in the research 
and record keeping aspects of this project. In this connection and relative 
to the current proposal a number of projects have been underway at Itasca 
Park during the past several years including an experimental burn of 
about 30 acres on the Two Spot Trail in 1971 and another burn of 26 acres 
near the sewage lagoon in May 1972. 
An additional burn is now proposed in the northwest corner of the park. 
The primary purpose of this burn would be consistent with the purposes of 
the MRC to encourage the restoration of pine types in Itasca Park. The 
jack pine type now occupies only about 1800 of the 32,000 acres in the park. 
There is ample evidence that the park area had a considerably greater jack 
pine acreage in pre park years. This fire dependent species is definitely 
disappearing in the absence of wild forest fires. 
The area proposed for burning contains a substantial acreage of the 
jack pine type. It is composed of old decadent jack pine suffering heavy 
attrition by wind damage. The burn area would include this stand and 
attempt to regenerate it by running a fire through it of sufficient in-
tensity to open the cones for reseeding in the natural process. Some pre 
cutting would be done to provide a slash fuel supply to insure a hot enough 
fire. Supplemental seeding would be done if and where needed to ensure 
regeneration. 
The proposed project has been discussed with and the area visited by 
forestry and park personnel most closely involved with Itasca Park who 
have indicated their support and willingness to cooperate. Because of the 
unique opportunities which such a burn would provide for research on the 
effects of forest fires on watersheds, water quality, and lake eutrophi-
cation processes, the College of Forestry would invite the research coop-
eration of other environmental specialists especially those in soil and 
water related areas. 
Following is a description of the proposal: 
1. Objectives: 
a. To test the use of fire with and without supplemental 
measures to regenerate jack and red pines. 
b. To study the effects of forest fires on the flow of 
nutrients in forest litter and in mineral soils. 
c. To study the general effects of forest fires on water-
sheds and on the eutrophication of ponds and lakes . 
. _ 2 -
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2. The area: Approximately 200 acres in sections 5 and 6, Tl43N, 
R36W, west of Squaw Lake (see attached map). Several forest cover 
types occur in this area including aspen stands of several den-
sities and with varying understories, old growth jack pine stands, 
and upland and lowland brush types. 
Drainage from the area is primarily via two intermittent 
streams to Squaw Lake. These provide many micro and macro relief 
conditions in which nutrient movements can be studied in relation 
to watersheds and lakes. 
3. Research outline. Following are the general steps planned in a 
time sequence: 
a. Reconnaiss.ance of the area to determine fireline loc-
ations which will include the desired types and site 
conditions. This has already been done. The avail-
ability of water for fire fighting and the accessibility 
for fire fighting equipment has also been considered. 
b. The area will be sampled by permanent plots so as to 
document its preburned condition as a reference point 
for future studies. 
c. Portions of the area will be partially pre-logged to 
provide sufficient fuel on the ground to insure a fire 
of sufficient intensity to open jack pine cones and to 
kill the brush as much as possible. 
d. After the slash has dried, the area will be burned. 
e. Supplemental seeding using jack and red pine seed of 
local origin and where needed will be made on select-
ed areas. 
f. Using the permanent plots, lysimeters, and equipment 
for sampling the soil and water the effects of the fire 
will be followed and documented. 
·g. The documentation will be continued long enough to assess 
the full effects and responses to the fire. 
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('~0\1 The following changes or additions are made to the research outline (item 3) in 
... ....;.· 
"A Proposal for an Experimental Burn in Itasca State Park. 11 
1. Some pre-burn experimental data were obtained from the area in the 1972 
field season. From an initial selection of 15 possible sample sites, 
6 were finally selected representing·the following cover types: 
red pine 
jack pine (2 stands of different densities) 
lowland hardwood 
upland hardwood (aspen, birch, some oak) 
Sampling was conducted at intervals during the summer to determine 
seasonal variations as follows: 
Terres_!_F_~.al Sampling 
.. . a . 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Through fall (quantity and concentration of nitrate, ammonium, 
ortho phosphate; total P, K, Hg, l:!n, Ca, Bo, Ca, Fe, Na, Mo, 
Al, Zn) sampled on a monthly basis. 
Total litter accurrJ.ulation - to be determined annually and 
analyzed for the 12 elements in (a). Collected monthly. 
Litter leachate (quantity and analysis for items in (a)). 
Extractable organic soil items (a) using soil columns removed 
on a monthly basis. 
Precipitation. Collected monthly from 5 sampling points in 
open areas within the tract. Analyzed for items in (a). 
Stream Sampling 
a. Runoff. A flume was installed in a stream bisecting the area 
and an automatic water sampler will be functional for the 
spring runoff of 1973. Total discharge and the items in (a) 
will be obtained. 
b. Three Sutro wed.rs and automatic water samplers will also be 
installed on intermittent streams for heavy spring and storm 
runoff measurements. 
Aquatic Sampling 
Squaw Lake, Hyrtle Lake, and two small ponds ~.,ere sampled 
monthly (and will also be in 1973) for: 
Temperature profile 
dissolved oxygen 
turbidity (Secci disk) 
depth 
concentration of particulate organic and inorganic matter 
concentration of Chlorophylla and·Pheo pigments 
minerals outlined in (a) 
~ 
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2. Proposed sampling for 1973 
Monthly sampling for items outlined with modifications during winter 
months. Vegetation descriptions from permanently located plots from 
which post fire changes can be recorded. Soil sampling and profile 
descriptions. 
From the above data it is hoped to document the effects of various 
management practices (fire, partial cutting) on the cycling of nutrients 
in forest ecosystems and possible effects on aquatic systems. 
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Proposal for a Study of the Historical Aspects of Logging 
in Itasca State Park 
Studies over the past several years have identified disturbance as 
a major factor in determining the characteristics of the pre-white man 
vegetation of Itasca State Park. Studies in the 1950's by Spurr (1954) 
and Hansen and Duncan (1954) linked the occurrence of pine stands in the 
Park to· past fire history. More intensive studies during the 1960's examined 
the historical aspects of burning in the Park and the effects of disturbance 
(and more recently the lack of disturban~e) on the dynamics of upland 
forest succession and the status of advanced regeneration. 
Frissel (1968, 1~73) determined the frequency of pre-white man fire, 
provided dates for the major fires, identified pine stands regenerated as 
a direct result of given fires, and estimated the distribution of selected 
fires. Ness (1971) has shown that most pine (and hardwood) stands in 
the park date from specific disturbances. Studies by Kurmis (1969) and 
Ness (1971) indicate that the lack of disturbance within the Park over the 
last 50 to 60 years is resulting in a significant alteration in the Park's 
vegetation. Pine stands are being replaced by shorter lived hardwood species. 
While considerable emphasis has been placed on the study of pre-white~ 
man fire~ logging and associated slash fires during the period 1900 to 1920 
were the most recent disturbances to have occurred in the Park. Extensive 
19gging and burning in the western one-third of the Park resulted in what 
may be the most significant alteration in the species composition of these 
forests in the past several thousand years. Removal of seed sources by 
logging, and the subsequent destruction, by fire, of any regeneration which 
may have occurred, resulted in a conversion of much of the area from pine 
2 
to aspen and birch. 
These last disturbances apparently differed significantly from earlier 
disturbances with respect to their effect upon plant community development. 
Post logging communities have not been studied extensively, however. The 
effects of early logging and slash burning have received relatively little 
study and current studies by W. A. Patterson are hampered by a lack of 
historical data on the extent and nature of the logging operations. In a 
survey of early logging records, Dobie (1959) found that data was incomplete 
.and difficult to interpret. Written records, in many cases, have been 
destroyed. Vegetation studies currently under way in logged areas indicate 
that the direct effects of logging are often masked by subsequent slas~ 
fires. Thus few stands in the park can be traced directly to logging. 
Despite the difficulties encountered, some information does exist, 
both in the written records and on the landscape. Current studies indicate 
that, in the area of Squaw Lake especially, old logging railroad grades, 
the remains of structures, and even some artifacts can be located and traced 
directly to known logging operations in the period 1904 to 1918. The 
Squaw Lake watershed differs from the areas logged around Lake Itasca in 
that subsequent modifications to the landscape have not obliterated the 
logging record. 
It is proposed that the following studies be undertaken. 
1. A review of historical records including historical society · 
materials, newspaper files, photographs, and conversations with 
people having information on the history of the Park from 1900 
to 1920. This would be more intensive· than the review by Dobie 
(1959) and concentrate on activities in the Squaw Lake area. 
' . . ' \ 
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2. Location of logging railway grades, sled roads, and logging camps 
in the area of Squaw Lake. In some areas the evidence appears 
sufficient for the reconstruction of some old structures and trails. 
3. Sections of trees cut duririg both early and current logging 
operations will be examined in order to verify or add to information 
gathered under land 2 above. 
W. A. Patterson is presently attempting to interpret the effects of 
current management west of Squaw Lake with respect to past disturbances 
in the watershed. Combining the above records with information which is 
being gathered from existing or recently cut stands as well as a sediment 
core from Squaw Lake may give insights into the effects of early logging 
on both the composition of upland communities and the productivity of Squaw 
Lake. 
In order to add the data which could be obtained from an intensive 
study of historical records and field evidence in the Squaw Lake area to 
that being obtained by W. A. Patterson, the assistance of a graduate stu-
·dent for 3 months of field working on a half time basis is needed. It is 
estimated that this could be done with an addition of $1500 to the project 
now supporting the broader research program on which Mr. Patterson and 
others are working. 
FORESTRY DEMONSTRATION AREA IN ITASCA STATE PARK 
Planting History 
During the C.C.C. days (Civilian Conservation Corps) of pre-World 
War II, there were 3 camps in the Itasca Park area. It was recognized 
even then that with the heavy overpopulation of deer and the dense shrub 
growth pine was not regeneratiµg in the park. A number of attempts were 
made to secure this by planting in the park. Most were failures because 
the deer browsed on them so heavily and brush control was inadequate. 
Th.is planting was one of the few which survived. 
There were 18,000 2 year-old red pine.seedlings planted on 18 acres 
during April 27-30, 1937. The planting W<IB only partially successful 
probably due to deer browse or drought conditions or both, because it was 
supplemented by planting 3000 red pine (4 year-old transplants) on 15 
acres on May 15, 1939, and 5500 white spruce seedlings on 7 acres on 
September 19, 1940 •. The area was protected by eight-foot high mesh-wire 
fence. 
Stop 1. Thinning and Pruning of Red Pine 
Th.is red pine stand is about 35 years old. Originally it was planted 
with 1000 seedlings per acre. The first thinning was carried out in the 
fall of 19 70 to improve the growing conditions of the trees. The basal 
area of red pine was reduced from 170 to 134 square feet per acre and about 
4 square feet of other species such as jack pine, aspen, birch, and oak 
was removed. Before thinning there were 848 red pines per acre. In the 
thinning process 310 red pines were removed leaving 538 trees per acre. 
Additionally, six jack pines, six aspen, six birches, and five oaks per 
acre were cut. The treated area is 0.85 acres in size. Attached diagram 
shows the diameter distribution of red pine before and after thinning. It 
can be seen that primarily the smaller (suppressed, intermediate) tr.ees 
were removed, except for larger trees with crooked stems or otherwise de-
fective. In open spots in the stand smaller diameter trees were left to 
reduce the incoming light and prevent sh.rub development. 
All trees in this area were pruned to a height of about eight feet. 
In addition, those trees selected to be left in the stand were pruned up 
to about 17 feet. Pruning assures a production of knot-free wood earlier 
in the tree age where timber production is a goal. An average of five 
years is required for pruned red pine to heal over. 
The dominant trees are on the average 45 feet in height. Knowledge 
of stand age and height gives an estimate about site quality. According to 
site index curve for red pine in Minnesota, the site index for this stand 
is 62 (height at age of 50 years) indicating a good red pine site. 
From this time until the trees are about 80 to 100 years old further 
intermediate cuttings at 10 to 15 year intervals should be made to reduce 
the number of trees per acre to about 100. Beginning at about age 120 
consideration should be given to reproducing the stand. 
J. ~ I ·~ 
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Stop ? Untreated Pine Area 
This portion of the red pine stand approximates the overall con-
ditions wh.icl1 existed before thinning and pruning and serves for the 
purpose of comparison. It shows the original density of the stand and 
the process of natural pruning of red pine under existing light conditions. 
Stoo 3. Release of Red Pine 
Ticese red pines are of the same age as red pines in the adjacent 
area at Stops 1 and 2. They were overtopped by aspen which partially 
covered the shade-intolerant red pines. The growth development of these 
pine trees shows a sharp contrast to those growing without hardwood in-
terference. Growth response of released pines will be noticeable in future 
years. Release work was done in June 1970 cutting only those hardwoods di-
rectly overtopping conifers. 
Stoo 4. nardwood Competition 
lfuite spruce is considered to be a shade-tolerant species, but it is 
not able to compete successfully in the early stage of life with dense 
growth of shrubs and overtopping hardwoods. White spruce is difficult to 
maintain where it is growing in mixture with hardwoods. The stunted size 
of white spruce in this area shows distinctly the effect of hardwood com-
petition. 
Stoo 5. protection Fence 
The area was fenced in to protect planted seedlings from deer browse. 
Ti1er~ was an overpopulation of deer until 1945 when the park was first 
orened to deer hunting. Prior to this ti.me reliable counts showed an av-
erage of about 75 deer per section, far in excess of the carrying capacity 
of this forest type. 
Stoo 6. Upland Hardwoods 
There is a definite change in site conditions going in a westerly di-
rection through the plantation and outside it towards the ridge. It is 
reflected in the vegetation favoring more demanding species such as oaks, 
maples, and ironwood. The stunted height growth of planted spruce at Stop 
4 was a good indication of increased hardwood abundance and vigor. 
St.op 7. Pruning and Relense of White Spruce 
· \~11ite spruce is the· major species in this portion of the plantation. 
2. 
The treatment was limited primarily to pruning lower dead branches of spruce 
a;id releasing spruce and pine from overtopping aspen and birch. No actual 
thinning was done. The porcupine have girdled red oak probably as a sup-
plementary food in combination with use of pines and spruces. Outside the 
plantation the porcupine damag_e on oak is rare. 
'• ·' ' :~ 
Stop 8. Untreated Spruce Area 
This portion of the white spruce stand focuses on conditions which 
existed before the cleaning work was done across the trail. In ·future 
years comparison can be made on the effect of natural and artificial 
pruning. 
Stoo 9. Scotch Pine 
The reason for planting Scotch pine in the park is unknown. However, 
.in earlier years there was considerable interest in comparing the growth 
3. 
of this European species with native pines. Porcupine damage is consid-
erable, and deer have shown a great preference for this species in plantings 
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FORESTRY DEMONSTRATION AREA IN 
ITASCA STATE PARK 
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100 1 
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1-~~c--~+-~-1 Plantation boundary as 
indicated by old fence 
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lh. 
2a. 
2b. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
Cover type and treatment 
area lines 
Foot trail 
Location: NE~ NE~ sec. 
17-143-36 
Red pine thinned and pruned. 
Red pine not treated. 
White spruce released and pruned. 
White spruce not treated. 
Scattered red pine released 
Aspen type, scattered spruce and 
pine released, 
Aspen type, scattered spruce and 
small spruce. 
Mixed upland hardwoods. 
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7. Aspen, scattered red and jack pines. 
8. Aspen, birch and jack pine. 
9. Scotch pine. 
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PART II - Research Studies Under the Supervision of the College of 
Forestry, University of Minnesota. 
Research Study #1 
Purpose: A broad study of upland forest ecosystems with emphasis on 
the present conditions, changes in forest composition~ and 
forest regeneration processes. 
Expected Results: The information acquired enables the prediction of 
successional trends and future consequences of 
various use and management patterns. 
Location: The location of 32 stands is marked on the Map I. 
Duration: The data were collected in 1965 and 1970, and collection will 
be continued at five-year intervals. 
Persons Involved: This work is being conducted under the direction of 
Dr. Henry L. Hansen. 
Equipment and Installations: None.· The centers of eight plots in each 
area are marked with aluminum stakes and 
designated (K & N 60-1, as an example). 
General Description: A reconnaissance survey was made in 1963 and 1964 
of 130 stands covering the full range of upland 
site conditions in the park. For intensive study 
32 stands were selected to represent variations 
in tree composit~on, age, and soil moisture and 
nutrient conditions. Plots in these stands will 
be maintained as long as possible to provide a 
basis for evaluating future changes. Each study 
area is approximately 2 acres in size. 
Research Study #2 
Purpose: Study of tree regeneration in a jack pine stand. 
21. 
Expected Results: Information on the trends in species composition of the 
regeneration and in the abundance and height growth of 
white pine seedlings under an old-growth jack pine canopy 
over a 20-year period following the opening of the park 
to deer hunting in 1945. 
Location: Indicated on the map I as 03. 
Duration: Commenced in 19~7: terminated in 1967. 
Persons Involved: Dr. Henry L. Hansen. 
Equipment and Installations: None 
General Description: 
;).~·-:;.~ 
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22. 
Research Study 03 
Purpose: Study of ecological trends in a red pine-balsam fir forest. 
ExJ?ected Results: Information on change in abundance and composition of 
tree reproduction, shrubs, and ground cover species as 
related to stand and site characteristics. 
Location: The general area in which 40 plots are located is indicated by 
the capital letter A on the map I. 
Duration: Data were collected in 1953, 1959, 1964, 1968 and 1970; the 
study will be continued. 
Persons Involved: The study is under the direction of Dr. Egolfs V. Bakuzis. 
Equipment and Installations: The centers of 40 consecutive plots are 
identified by wooden or aluminum stakes. 
General Description: This study is a part of a larger project on the char-
acteristics of forest ecosystems ill Minnesota. The 
synecological coordinate trends are studied as they 
relate to changes in moistu~e, nutrient, heat and 
light regimes in the area. 
Research Study #4 
Purpose: Study of a mature red pine stand development. 
Expected Results: Information on the growth and development of red pine 
and mortality of jack pine and other minor species.as 
stand components. 
Location: Designated on the map I as 038 (Allison Plots). 
Duration: Established in 1923. Detailed records have been maintained since 
then at intervals. 
Persons Involved: Staff members of the College of Forestry. 
Equipment and Ins.tallations: None 
General Description: These plots, because of their time span, have consid-
erable ecological-historical value, and should not be 
disturbed. The size of the area is 5 acres. 
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Research Study US 
Purpose: Pilot scale tests of securing pine .regeneration by applying 
various silvicultural methods. 
Expected Results: Information on establishment and development of planted 
red pine and white spruce seedlings and natural pine 
regeneration. · _ 
Location: Designated as area 1 on map II. 
Duration: This study was -begun in 1969 and will be cont:illued. 
Persons Involved: Supervision, Dr. Henry L. Hansen. 
23 • 
Equipment and Installations: Deer exclosure of approximately 2 acres in size. 
General Description: Thirty-four acres were planted with 21,000 red pine and 
Research Study #6 
2,800 white spruce seedlings in spring, 1970 after cut-
ting the old aspen and preparing the site. An adjacent 
26-acre area, with scattered old white and red pine, 
will be burned to initiate pine regeneration. 
Purpose: Study of forest plantings following removal of the old aspen and 
application of various site treatments. 
Expected Results: Information on growth and survival of planted red pine 
and white spruce seedlings. 
Location: Three areas: designated on the map II as 2A east of highway 200; 
2B, east of highway 71; and 7, Squaw Lake area. 
Duration: Preparation for this study began in 1967; the study is continuing. 
Persons ,Involved: Directed by Dr. Henry L. Hansen. 
Equipment and Installations: None. 
General Description: Area 2A, six acres in size, was planted with 4,000 red 
pine and 1,000 white spruce seedlings. Area 2B, ab_out 
the same size, was planted with 4,000 red pine and 700 
white spruce seedlings. In area 7, an experimental 
seeding and planting of pine and spruce was made. 
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Res~arch Study 07 
Purpose: Study of natural jack pine regeneration. 
Ex~~cteJ Results: Information on pine establishment and hardwood recovery 
after controlled burning. 
Location: Designated on map II as area 3, about 30 acres. 
Duration: The study was started 1970 and will continue. 
Persons Involved: Supervised b.y Dr. Henry L. Hansen. 
Equipment and Installations: Fire line. 
24. 
General Description: This is an experiment in burning an area which contains 
jack pine and some red and white pine with a portion of 
adjacent aspen-birch forest. The area will be burned 
in 1971 as weather conditions permit. 
Research Study 08 
Purpose: Growth evaluation of earlier conifer plantations. 
Expected Results: Information on growth response after release from 
hardwood competition. 
Location: Designated as areas 4 and 5 on map II. 
Duration: Long-term. 
Persons Involved. Supervised by Dr. Henry L. Hansen. 
Equipment and Installations: None. 
General Description: In area 4 (about 2 acres) old aspen was cut in 1956 
followed by planting of red pine, jack pine and white 
spruce. In 1969, conifers were released from over-
topping aspen suckers by spraying and cutting. Partial 
release work was carried out in area 5 . 
25. 
Research Studv U9 
Purpose: Establishment of forestry demonstration area. 
Expected Results: Information on growth and development of planted conifers. 
Exposure to park visitors of various forestry.practices 
used in forest management for wood and fiber production. 
Location: Designated as area 6 on map II. 
Duration: Long-term. 
Persons Involved: Supervised by Dr. Henry L. liansen 
Equipment and Installations: Foot trail and signs. 
General Description: In an old CCC pine and spruce plantation (1937-40) 
partial thinning, pruning, and release work was 
carried out in 1970. A foot trail with signs will 
guide park visitors through the.area. 
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A RESUME OF RESEARCH IN A."'ID AROUND ITASCA 
STATE PARK BY THE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 
Henry L. Hansen, Professor 
GENERAL BACKGROUND: 
fl 
;~.(.~ /·~.:~. : 
Faculty in the college have had an early interest in the research 
potential of Itasca Park. While much of the early research was fragmental 
and poorly supported financially, it did provide a partial background 
of biological knowledge and historical perspective which is valuable 
now because of the time lapse and it helps document ecological changes 
and trends •. Two examples are the "Allison plots" established in 1923 · 
and the "LaSalle Trail plots" established in 194 7 by the writer. In 
both cases records have been maintained of vegetational changes on an 
annual or periodic basis. 
During the past World War II period up to 1964, a considerable 
amount of descriptive information about the park was obtained using 
I 
students in class projec~s and in connection with a state supported 
project to aerially map and type the park vegetation and to make an 
assessment of the acreages and volumes in the various forest types. 
During that period much attention was focused on the fire history and 
ecological consequences of fire exclusion in the park, on the absence 
of pine regeneration and attrition to old growth stands, on the dynamics 
of the deer population and vegetational interactions, and related ques-
tions many of which had management policy implications. 
In 1964 an organized project was developed which was generously 
funded from a number of University, Department of Natural Resources, 
2. 
and federal sources. The broad goals of this research were to document 
' the past, describe the present, and predict the future of the park 
vegetation. 
SUBJECT AREAS: 
Historical: 
A fire chronology based .on fire scarred red pines and other in-
formation has been documented back to 1650. 
A history of the logging operations in the park since its creation 
has been reconstructed. Data included are year of cutting, approximate 
volume of cut on individual tract, and name of company plus some other 
related information. 
A study of lake bottom sediments has been made to supplement several 
other pollen stratigraphic studies in the park made to reconstruct post-
glacial vegetation changes. This study pays special attention to fires 
and other major disturbance factors as possibly related to lake sediments. 
An ongoing asp~ct of this study will attempt to determine if logging and 
fire conducted under experimental conditions influences local pollen rain .. 
A map of the forest types and their distribution as of the 1870's 
has been reconstructed from field notes of the original land survey and 
other records. 
Ecological-Silvical: 
The contemporary ecological state of the upland forest communities 
has been given intensive study. The forest cover has been typed, described 
as to species composition, stand structure, and other parameters. In 
addition, the ecological types and cover types of the park were fit into 
a bivariate edaphic scheme to provide ~ framework for studying forest 
succession, predicting future park conditions, and other ecological 
relationships. 
Silvical characteristics of many of the tree and shrub species 
of the area have been researched. Ultimate size and age data and 
regeneration characteristics have been studied, and S years of pheno-
logical records have been accumulated. 
As a culmination of the ecological research a predictive model 
was devel_oped projecting successional trends of the upland forest 
types for 200 years into the future. 
Manipulative-Silvicultural: 
r-- A major phase of the research has been vegetation manipulation. 
Early historical research has documented the effects of logging and 
the greatly increased incidence of fires during the years of agricultural 
settlement. The present forest within the park has much less pirie than 
did the presettlement forest. It was largely replaced by aspen following 
logging and frequent fires. This was particularly true in the western 
two mile strip of the park, parts of which were not acquired until as 
recently as 1920. 
Restoration of the park vegetation to approximate pr(:!white man 
conditions was considered· to be an appropriate management goal consistent 
with the laws and regulations creating the park originally. Accordingly, 
a number of tests were initiated to determine the effectiveness and 
appropriateness of using fire, herbicides, logging, seeding, and plant~ 
ing to co~vert aspen areas tQ their original pine composition. 
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As early as 1948. herbicides such as 2 ,4-D l'ere teste,d to determine 
their utility in releasing white pine seedings from brush competition. 
The selectiv·e effect on the variety of shrub species present in north 
central ~linnesota ~as determined and its implications for wildlife 
habitat, particularly white-tailed deer, studied. 
Pilot scale test areas of 4-6 acres were set aside beginning in 
1956. On these, removal of the aspen overstory and a vari~ty of com-
binations of mechanical and chemical brush control, seeding and planting 
have been tested. Beginning in 1971 the use of fire to simulate the 
natural fire history of the area was tested on a series of areas from 
30 to 200 acres in size. 
FUNDING SOURCES FOR PAST RESEARCH: 
Previous to 1964, research was fragmental in nature· and funded 
largely from a number of graduate school research grants, varying from 
$1,000-$5,000 in size. In addition, the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 
Station provided enough funding to support 2 or 3 part time research 
assistants to assist in field and laboratory work. 
During all these years a close cooperative relationship with the 
Divisions of Forestry and Parks and Recreation in the ~linnesota State 
Department of Natural Resources was maintained. In 1950-52 the state 
cooperated with the College of Forestry in a substantial project to 
inventory and map the park. This resulted in a map of the vegetation 
and other data basic to future studies and a reference point for later 
inventories. 
4. 
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Beginning in 1964, generous support for the College of Forestry 
research has.been provided from a variety of sources. From the state, 
funding has been provided by the forr..er Minnesota Resources Conunission 
and the Divisions of Lands and Forestry and Parks and Recreation. 
This has varied from $5,000 to $10,000 annually. Federal support has 
come through the ~linnesota Agriculture Experiment Station, particularly 
from Mcintire-Stennis, GAR, and Hatch Act funds. These have approximated 
$10,000 to $15,000 annually. 
CURRENT RESEARCH EMPHASIS AND POTENTIALS: 
As a culmination of this substantial background of research the 
state has initiated an operational scale plan to reconstruct the pre-
white man forest on an area of about 8 square miles. This will involve 
manipulating the vegetation over the next 15 years on about 3,000 acres 
within the total area. This provides an unusual opportunity to apply 
on a large scale the various treatments tested over the past 25 years. 
It also creates a unique potential for research on the consequences of 
the major changes that will be made in the various ecosystems that are 
involved. There is an unusual background of knowledge of the history 
and ecology of the area acquired by previous research ·as already re-
viewed. There are few areas with such an extensive basis of knowledge 
useful to future research. 
It is our hope that full use might be made of the unique opportuni-
ties to relate research of a variety of kinds to this project. In 
cooperation with the state agencies ~e are advising as to the nature 
:S7) and extent of treatments to be made. We hope to document the resultant 
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of the future changes on pollen rain in the local area. The state 
has also taken initial steps to document future changes in wildlife 
populations. 
However, it would be unfortunate if such a unique opportunity 
for general ecological research on a wide variety of problems is not 
more fully utilized than is possible now within the present limitations 
of funding. -The Lake Itasca Forestry and Biological Station has an 
excellent summer staffing of scientists with a broad array of expertise 
., 
and research interests. With adequate funding it would be possible to 
utilize some of the unique research opportunities available. 
....... · 
Itasca State Park Information for Director Davison 
There has been a long history of research C(X)peration centered in Itasca 
Park between the College of Forestry and the Minnesota Dep:3Ib'nent of Natural 
·Resources. This has led to the jointf developnent of a proposal to re;:;tore 
pine forest to sane of the areas on which it originally occurred before the 
early logging days. 
As early as 1947 several fragmented efforts were nia.de to study the ecology 
of the park forest, especially the pine systsns. In 1964 these were incorporated 
into a formalized project. The project has been variously supported by federal 
funds through the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station and through the 
University of Minnesota College of Forestry. 
In 1967, recognizing the significance of the research results to the 
ffi3.Ilagerneni=: of the p:3IkJ~ research grant was provided from the Minnesota Natural 
Resources Fund by reccmnendation of the Minnesota Resources Camnission. Arrong 
the impxtant findings of this research was the fact that of the park's app-
rox.imately 32,000 acres only al:out 8,000 acres are in pine forests while the 
original acreage of pine had been vastly great~. Apparently the logging of 
pine in the pr~p:3Ik years followed by excessive burning had encouraged 
~ ~c_'n._ bRu 5 h . 
conversion to aspen, htiel>l,"'and other transient types. Furthermore, studies 
of the age of the rerrainipg pine stands indicated that only a few hundred acres 
could be classed as young forest - the rest was, mature or over-nia.ture and 
subject to heavy losses to disease: insects and witilthrow. 
In 1969 an initial fund of $25,000 was nia.de available through the DNR 
to institute a program of pine restoration v..urking closely with the University 
forest research team.· ·since the'} on a mcdel pilot scale basis, 14 experimental 
· ~~uv 
areas varying fran ~"to over 200 acres in size have been set aside and a 
variety of tests initiated. sane have been successful in converting second-
growth aspen and brush to young stands of pine or pine mixtures with various 
hardwoods. others b.ave failed. By these tests much has Q2en learned to guide 
future practices in the rranagemer1t of the park fore st stands. This park project 
has also been a m::xiel of q:X)peration with individuals ::ran the DNR (both the 
/':~:~\ Division of Forestry and the Division of Parks and Recreation) workillg with 
' ,. 
. University personnel on problems of camron interest and concern for Itasca 
State Park's natural resources. 
The research has also stimulated broad discussions between the DNR personnel 
charged with the park's management, citizen interest representatives, and 
University researchers as to what kinds of policies should guide park 
management... A product of these discussions has been the identification of a 
system of 6 managernent zones which reccgnize that there are varying levels 
of intensity of use appropriate to different parts of the~~ .. - the intensively 
used picnic ground vs. the wilderness sanctuary for example. (slide available) 
The Division of Parks and Recreation has currently hired 2 College of 
Forestry research assistants for the sur.mer to assist in the develop:nent of a 
large scale plan for restoring pine to former pine sites in about eight square 
(:1?\ 
<'._:'>1 miles in the southwest corner of the park. This area was selected as the most 
badly disturbed and least "natural" portion of the park. It was not added to 
the original park until the 1920's after all the virgin pine had been remcived. 
This project is planned for ccrnpletion in 15 years. We are working closely with 
the Division of Forestry on this project using their expertise in.planning 
for the logging of sane areas preliminary to planting, in the burning for brush 
control and site preparation, and in other ways. An extensive inventory is now 
underway mapping all forest stands and. locating items of special interest and 
ecological sensitivity such as eagle and osprey nests, scenic views, etc. Tv.u 
wildlife biologists have also been engaged for the ·surrmer to inventory the 
wildlife on the project area so as to make it possible to study changes in 
species or abundance which will follow the forest reconstruction processes. 
While.the production of incane fran t....l-ie logging of parts of this area is not 
a primary goal, it is hoped that at least sane of the costs of the project will 
be offset by pulpwood sales. 
-~- > 
An intensive study of the logging history of the entire park has been 
·. ·::. · conducted by Research Assistant Noman Aaseng of the College of Fores.try. This 
fascinating study has documented on a 40 by 40-acre basis when, by whan, and 
how much pine was logged from each 40 acres in the park. 
